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"Thanks for a well organised show, a miracle of logistics by you and your team. We
played our part and ordered several thousand pounds worth of goods with several
suppliers, and with such a big attendance I hope the exhibitors were well satisfied"
Colin Gundy, Owner, Cojo's, Louth
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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

Advance Performance bucks retail trend
Contrary to national retail trends,
independent sports retailer Advance
Performance has reported a healthy
29 per cent overall growth in the last
12 months.
Based in Peterborough, Advance
Performance is no ordinary running
store. And it's because of the
company's unique 'loyalty creating'
service that the retailer is performing so
well. Already Peterborough Retailer of
the Year in 1999 and WOW Customer
Care Award winner in 2000, the team
at Advance Performance believe it is
their careful assessment in ensuring
that they prescribe the right shoes for
their customers' individual running style
and feet to prevent injuries that sets
them apart.
Established in 1996, turnover at
the store has almost doubled in the last
five years. Says inspirational managing
director, Samantha Hale: "In a fierce
economic climate we have to provide a

service which causes loyalty beyond
reason. Our customers travel from all
over the UK because they trust and
value our attention to detail, the time
we give them and our exceptional level
of service.
"Over 85 per cent of first visits are
as a result of personal or professional
recommendation and, as a result, we
have plenty of loyal customers who
recommend us and return to experience
our unique service time and again."
The 2,300 sq ft store stocks an
extensive product range, from running
shoes to moisture-wicking breathable
clothing and accessories. A well-trained
team of five staff are on hand to guide
customers through the maze of
branded products to ensure genuine fit
and suitability. All products in the store
are personally selected by Hale and
fellow director, Matthew Parker.
Advance Performance also has a
strong sense of community and

supports running in the local area in
many ways. The retailer sponsors most
local running races in support of
various charities, provides free advice
and information at event road shows
and runs a club support scheme to help
athletic clubs and individual runners.

TKG gets cash injection
The Kendal Group, owner of brands such as Zoggs and
PureLime, has received a £1.5 million cash injection from
fund manager and private equity investor, Octopus
Asset Management.
Octopus has acquired a significant minority stake in
the equity of TKG and Octopus Fund Manager, Chris
Allner, has joined the company's board.
Says Allner: "We like businesses with strong brands
and we are very excited by the potential of Zoggs and
PureLime. We are also delighted to invest into TKG's
first-class team of seasoned sports industry and consumer
brand executives led by TKG director and Zoggs CEO,
Mark Hammersley.
"Their track record of growing the sales of Zoggsbranded products by over 60 per cent in the last three
years underpins our confidence. Our investment will
support strong growth trends in both Zoggs and
PureLime brands and will strengthen TKG's balance sheet
for further acquisitions."
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Ultimate Sports takes rugby prize
Ultimate Sports of Jersey has won Sports & Leisure UK’s Rugby
Member of the Year award, sponsored by KooGa Rugby. The prize
was two tickets to the Oxford vs Cambridge Varsity Match, which
took place in December.
“This has been our best year yet with KooGa Rugby,” says
Ultimate Sports proprietor, Paul Watts. “Their footwear has been
particularly strong
and I can’t believe
how well we’ve done
with their Pro Boot,
which retails at £80.
“But, of course,
it’s not just their
footwear. The KooGa
brand sells right
across the range. As
a member of Sports
& Leisure UK we get
excellent service and
KooGa really are a
great company to
deal with.”
Says Alistair
Bennett, National
Sales Manager for
KooGa Rugby: “Paul
Watts is definitely a
Paul Watts (right) receives his award from Nigel Dyer,
man who knows his
Sports & Leisure UK’s Business Director
rugby. Our business
has grown dramatically over the past couple of years, ever since he
decided to make rugby one of his specialist sports.
“Paul actively supports his local club in St Helier and has made
excellent contacts with all the rugby playing schools in the area.
He knows his product and he certainly knows his customer.
“The introduction of innovation and technology and the more
stringent demands of the consumer have certainly given the edge
to the switched-on independent, and Ultimate Sports have been
no exception.”

Sportswear market growth slows
The latest news from NPD Sports Tracking Europe is that the apparel and
footwear market in Great Britain is showing value slowdown.
Worth £4.1 billion in the latest year ending September 30, 2005,
the sector has grown just 0.2 per cent year on year, compared to eight
per cent in 2004. According to NPD, it's starting to demonstrate some
similarities with the ultra-competitive supermarket environment as
'everyday low price' strategies driven by key 'value' retailers and
discounters start to make an impact. Volume sales have grown by five
per cent year on year as a direct result.
The apparel market is showing a more marked value decline as the
majority of key brand offerings are discounted. Footwear is retaining
some value year on year as there remains a mix of more premium
offerings alongside the lower-priced products.
The good news is that the female 12 and over category is
becoming a more important and growing market for the majority of
brands and retailers. NPD says this is because products are becoming
better positioned for women and there is increased availability and
affordability of product from the likes of Matalan and Primark.
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Now in it’s eight successful year,
the Sports Merchandise Exhibition at
Chelsea Football Club, continues to go from
strength to strength. Whether you are
looking for some fabulous new
merchandising ideas for next season,
a long term strategic partnership or just to
say hello to some old faces, the Sports
Merchandise Exhibition is the perfect
place to be.
The exhibition gives buyers and specifiers
from sporting clubs and associations across
Europe, the chance to meet up with premier
suppliers and wholesalers in a relaxed,
informal environment.
WHEN
WHERE

Monday 6th March 2006
The Great Hall
Chelsea Football Club
Stamford Bridge, Fulham
London SW6
ADMISSION Trade Visitor (free)
FOR FREE Call the organisers direct
TICKETS
on +44 (0)20 7798 8500
OPENING
9am until 5.30pm
TIMES

www.sportsmerchandiseexpo.com
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Diary Dates
ASICS GT-2100
WINS ‘SHOE OF THE YEAR’

ISPO Winter
January 29-February 1, 2006.
New Munich Trade Fair Centre.

Asics' GT-2100 running shoe has been awarded the International
Editor's Choice Award for the 2005 Shoe of the Year. The award was
announced on November 5 at the Shoe Summit in New York, part of
Runner's World's global initiative to find and test the
best shoes in the world for its readers.
Running shoes are put through rigorous
testing by the magazine's editors, including
mechanical testing at its shoe lab in
Michigan State University. Wear
testers in the US felt they could
'run longer with them',
while their wear
testing
counterparts in
Germany went
even further, calling
the GT-2100 an 'almost
perfect shoe'.

ASICS

SOLTEX 06
February 19-22, 2006.
G-Mex, Manchester.

ISPO Russia
February 20-23, 2006.
Crocus Centre, Moscow.

ISPO China
March 13-16, 2006
Shanghai New International Expo Centre, Shanghai.

Seni06 –
The Combat Sports Show
May 6-7, 2006
National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham

T E C H N I C A L R E P R E S E N TAT I V E
(MIDLANDS)
ASICS is one of the world's great sportswear brands. Due to
expansion in the business, ASICS UK Limited is seeking to recruit
one new ASICS Technical Representative, for the Midlands. Of
graduate calibre, ideally with a Sports Science background and
strong communication and PC skills, this position would suit a
dynamic and commercially aware individual. With a thorough
knowledge of the sports retail environment, the candidate will
also be able to demonstrate interest in the role, strong teamwork
skills and where and how they "made a difference".
This role will involve significant interaction with key customers, consumers and other ASICS personnel. Training of retailer personnel and provision of technical advice to consumers are the key elements of the role.
Detailed technical training will be provided.
Extensive travel within the UK is involved, so a full driving licence will be
essential. Support at Exhibitions and other promotional and race events
will be required, which will include weekend working and unsocial
hours. NB: Weekend working will be offset by nominated days in lieu.
Please send your CV with a covering letter to andrewf@asics.co.uk or by
post to:Andrew Freeman,
ASICS UK Limited,
Europa Boulevard,
Gemini Business Park
Westbrook,
Warrington WA5 7YS
Closing date for applications is
3rd February 2006.
No Agencies.

i n t e l l i g e n t
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t e c h n o l o g i e s

ISPO Summer
July 16-18, 2006
New Munich Trade Fair Centre.

STAG Buying Show
In association with Sports Insight
November 19-20, 2006
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire.
For further information call STAG on 01793 715400.

Noene or bust
Retailers placing an order of 10 or more Noene shock
absorbing innersoles between now and April 21, 2006 will
receive a ticket for a prize draw at the Flora London
Marathon exhibition that will see the winners jetting off to
Monaco to see the 2006 Monte Carlo Grand Prix.
The more multiples of 10 ordered (on a carriage paid
order), the higher number of tickets earned.
The VIP weekend for two includes return flights and
helicopter into Monaco, food, tickets to both the support
and F1 races, plus time with Clivio Piccione and his GP2
team. Piccione is the son of Noene boss, William Piccione.
To order or for more information call 1000 Mile
Sportswear on 01923 242233.

19th & 20th
MARCH 2006
OLYMPIA, LONDON

Name Game

Sponsorship news
GILBERT has signed a new four-year contract with the RFU and
Premier Rugby up to the end of the 2008/09 season that sees the
company retain its position as the official and exclusive ball supplier
for the England representative team squads and the Guinness
Premiership.
Says Sales and Marketing Director, Richard Gray: “We are delighted to
have been awarded this contract in the face of some stiff opposition.
We value our long relationship with the RFU at every level and look
forward to taking our partnership forward.
“The Premiership enjoyed another record-breaking season and we
were determined to retain our position as official supplier to rugby
union’s top domestic league. It is doubly pleasing that it was
endorsement from the players who have made the league and the
national teams so successful that tipped the balance in our favour.”
Gilbert has also signed a new and enhanced four-year contract with
the SRU up to the end of the 2008/09 season.
KOOGA RUGBY has confirmed a major kit
partnership deal with the Fiji Rugby Union. The
biggest in Fijian rugby history, it will see the apparel
specialist supply the union with kit for the national
squad, including the Sevens team who are currently
top of the IRB Sevens table, and the under-16s for
both the men’s and women’s sides for the next four
years. KooGa has also become the official match
ball of the FRU.
PRINCE TENNIS has signed James Blake to the company’s Touring
Professional Team with a global, multi-faceted seven-year deal. The
partnership involves Blake’s collaboration with Prince’s research and
development experts to develop a racquet featuring O Technology that he’ll
use on tour. This new racquet will launch in 2006
as part of Prince’s best-selling 03 racquets line.
Blake recently advanced to the quarterfinal stages of the US Open, an amazing feat
when you consider that in May 2004 he
wasn’t sure he’d ever play tennis again after
breaking his neck while practicing at a
tournament in Rome.
PUMA has added David Bentley to its sports
marketing portfolio. The England U21
international, currently on loan at Blackburn Rovers from Arsenal, will
play in Puma boots as well as wearing Puma sports lifestyle ranges off
the pitch.
SPEEDO has announced a two-year endorsement deal with Denmark's
Louise Ornstedt, one of the most promising young
athletes on the swimming circuit.
Ornstedt won her first international gold
medals in the Age Group events at the Moscow
Olympics in 1998 aged just 13, and went on to
dominate youth swimming and break records in
Scandinavia. A breakout performance at the
2003 FINA World Swimming Championships in
Barcelona saw her claim a silver medal in the
100m backstroke, catapulting her to fame
outside her native Denmark.

WHY PAY TOP PRICE...

WHEN YOU CAN
BUY OFF-PRICE?
The Off-Price Show is
the UK’s most exciting
discount trade event for
sports and casual wear
where you can buy leading styles and
ranges for LESS. Over just two days at
Olympia you can strike amazing deals with
the UK’s leading suppliers and importers
on stock not available elsewhere.
Thousands of unrepeatable offers.
To pre-register as a visitor, go straight to

www.offpriceshow.co.uk
or call +44 (0)208 675 4745

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Mitre takes kit award
Umbro in exclusive England kit deal

Umbro has entered into an exclusive contract to design and
supply playing and training kit to all England teams until 2014.
Under the terms of the new deal, the company has also
been given the exclusive rights to manufacture, distribute
and sell replica kit worldwide and to use the England ‘Three
Lions’ Crest on a broader range of other licensed apparel
and equipment.
Umbro’s current relationship with The FA commenced in
1984 and the previous kit supply and sponsorship agreement
was due to expire in 2010. The company will continue to
participate in The FA Partners Sponsorship Programme, which
gives Umbro various marketing rights, including branding at
England home international matches.
In return for its England kit rights, and consistent with the
structure of the previous deal, Umbro has agreed to pay The
FA annual guaranteed royalties and other payments over the
life of the contract.
From August 1 Umbro will also become The FA’s exclusive
supplier of footballs. This will include supplying match balls for
The FA Cup and for home England matches at all levels,
including Women’s and Youth games.
Says Peter McGuigan, CEO of Umbro: “We are thrilled to
have strengthened our strong relationship with The FA and look
forward to reaching the 30 year mark of working together.”

Industry movers
and shakers
HILLY CLOTHING
has appointed Becky
Lyne as Customer
Support Manager.
Lyne is an
international 800m
runner who recently
graduated with a first
class honours degree in
Sport and Exercise
Science from
Loughborough
University. She also has
a degree in Spanish.
The former
European U23 800m
champion is training
hard and hopes to make a big impact at next year’s
senior European Championships.
Says Hilly director, Graham Richards: “I am delighted
that Becky has joined the team and I am certain that she
will be a great asset. We are fully committed to offering
first-class service and back-up to all of our customers.”

LIFE FITNESS has made three new appointments to
its team - Jim Field, who takes up the newly created
position of supply chain manager and will be heading
up a team of 16 staff; Eddie Storan, who has been
appointed service manager; and Andy Lambourne, who
joins as consumer sales manager to strengthen and
develop the retail division.
10
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Woodworm goes
Down Under
Woodworm has signed a deal with international distributor Texas
Peak of Melbourne for its products to be distributed in Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa.
Says Woodworm managing director, Joe Sillett: "Texas Peak
distribute for Helly Hansen, Brookes Footwear and Prince Sports.
When looking for an overseas distributor, the number-one
requirement we had was to find a partner with a proven track record
representing top quality brands in the sport and leisure industry.
“With the amount of consumer and trade interest we have
received from these countries, business is set to take off immediately."

JD to ‘rationalise’
JD Sports' executive chairman Peter Cowgill, who bought troubled rival
Allsports’ 177 UK stores in November, has announced the company is
to rationalise its store portfolio after sales fell by 0.6 per cent in the 26
weeks prior to July 30, 2005.
JD Sports said the newly-acquired Allsports stores would continue
to trade under the Allsports name, with a total of 92 closures and
1,300 redundancies.
"We believe that, since the disposal of the under-performing stores,
the remaining Allsports stores offer an exciting opportunity to expand
the offering of JD to our customers," says Cowgill.

To do so simply visit
www.sports-insight.co.uk
click on ‘Free Sample Copies’ and fill out the online form.

"This is really a lovely horse, I once rode her mother."
Ted Walsh, horse racing commentator

Timberland acquires SmartWool
The Timberland Company has signed an agreement to acquire 100 per
cent of the outstanding stock of the SmartWool Corporation. The recent
announcement values the Colorado-based supplier of performance socks,
technical base layer apparel and accessories at approximately $82 million.
The premium price paid for the company suggests that Timberland
recognises the potential for joint synergy between the two brands, with
SmartWool set to benefit from increased investment and joint initiatives
such as the recent partnership to develop Timberland footwear with
SmartWool Linings.
Timberland's experience in developing and managing sophisticated
fulfilment and logistics operations will be of substantial benefit to
SmartWool as the brand continues to grow. The intention is to operate
SmartWool as a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Timberland Company
and not to merge the brands.
SmartWool has grown rapidly in the UK over the past four years to
be a strong player in the specialist sock and base layer markets, with the
brand available through an
established network of
sports retailers nationwide.
Distributed and
marketed in the UK by
Anatom, this latest
announcement will have
no immediate effect on
the existing marketing
and operations of
the company.

Sports
Shorts

…Foot Locker is planning to develop an entertainment programme to enhance its in-store experience in a bid to reverse
consumer slowdown…The LTA has signed up adidas, Powerade and Fossil to sponsor a ‘Raw Tennis’ scheme aimed at attracting
more young people into the sport…Direct Golf UK has announced results for the financial year ending September 2005 showing
turnover growth of 27.7 per cent with a sales increase of £18 million to £23 million…Outdoorpreview , to be held in Harrogate on
July 4-6, 2006, has got off to a flying start with many significant outdoor brands demonstrating their support…Nationwide is pulling out of its
estimated £25 million six-year sponsorship of The Football Association after next summer's World Cup Finals...The FA is to launch a range of England
branded men's grooming products this year…ispo Group has announced it will hold the first Outdoor Sports Order Show China from August 20-23 next
year in Hangzhou...McDavid has posted a year-on-year sales increase of 500 per cent since the appointment of Paul Sherratt as Country Manager UK &
Ireland last October...Russell Athletic has seen sales double over the last year and is stepping up its presence in stores nationwide… Speedo has won
the ‘Best Small Shop’ category at the 8th Annual Retail Interior Awards for its flagship Covent Garden store in London…Rossignol has scooped the
Daily Mail Ski & Snowboard magazine’s prestigious Ski of the Year Award for its legendary Bandit skis for the third year running…Sports & Leisure UK
confirmed two new retail members and three new suppliers, in the shape of Hilly Clothing, Nomis UK and Penn Footwear, in December…

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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What’s New

The latest lines from the world’s leading manufacturers
Wave Creation 7
Totally updated for 2006, Mizuno’s Wave Creation 7 is
now SmoothRide engineered using a Triple Skeleton
Wave configuration that, together with a responsive
AP midsole and VS-1 cushioning inserts in the heel
and forefoot, give the neutral runner the optimum
cushioned ride.
If it is superior cushioning and a smoother
ride you need, then try the new 2006 Wave
Creation.
Mizuno: 0800 328 0180.

Premier Sock Tape
Premier Sock Tape has been
specially developed for the
conscientious sports player.
The new patented ‘soft
polyvinylchloride’ composite
material allows a slight stretch,
helping to reduce the
‘tourniquet’ effect that other
products may inflict.
Keeping your socks up and
your shin and ankle protection
in place is important.
Premier Sock Tape does
this perfectly and comes
in a variety of colours that
will reflect most ‘park
team’ kits.
Professionally branded for
specific sports use, Premier Sock
Tape will outperform old-fashioned
methods of keeping socks up and
has become the favourite accessory
for sportsmen from the Premiership
to the Olympics.
For more information call 0870
3001478 or visit
www.premiersocktape.co.uk
12
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Sports Oxyshot

Typhoon’s hot little number

The secret weapon of international sports stars
has finally reached the UK. Sports Oxyshot is a
100 per cent natural product that combats
oxygen depletion by delivering a powerful
boost of diatomic oxygen in a saline solution
straight into the bloodstream,
enabling athletes to train longer
and recover much faster.

Two years ago Typhoon launched its Icebreaker Heated Waistcoat,
primarily aimed at the diving market, which became an award-winning
hit in this market. It has now followed this up with a general purpose
product suitable for all activities, from sailors, rib crew or fishermen, in
the form of a heated Waistbelt.

With oxygen crucial to around
90 per cent of the body’s energy
production, Sports Oxyshot
allows ‘charged’ oxygen
molecules to reach tired
muscles more rapidly. Just
10ml taken once or twice a
day before training helps
athletes perform
consistently at their peak
and recover much faster.
For more information visit
www.puralife.co.uk
or call 0870 1166386.

The Waistbelt is a self contained system made of 3mm neoprene
with a heated pad across the back that will keep your core body
temperature warm. By heating the kidney area, it will warm the whole
body as the blood passes through the kidneys and then around the body.
The material used heats up to 42 degrees C from the 12V
rechargeable slimline battery for over two hours. The heated
Waistbelt comes complete with a battery and 240V charger. The
battery can also be charged from a 12V supply on board a boat or in a car, and the
Waistbelt can be powered constantly from any 12V DC supply.
The other advantage of the product is that it is considerably cheaper than the £499
Icebreaker, costing only £99.
Typhoon, the world’s largest drysuit manufacturer, has always been at the forefront of
product development since it began in 1947 as the first company to make wetsuits in the
UK and the first to make lightweight drysuits. It is now leading the marine market in
heated products, with more products to come.
Typhoon International Ltd: 01642 486104.
sales@typhoon-int.co.uk

Linebreak Calf Guards
Linebreak has launched a unique retail product - Calf Guards. These ‘socks’ provide a lower leg
gradient compression to keep your legs fresher and stronger during exercise.
The supports guard against leg fatigue, muscle soreness and cramping and can even double
up as flight/travel socks to aid circulation. With the running market gearing up for the London
Marathon, there has never been a better time to offer your customers a little bit of light relief on
their increasingly tight and stiff calfs.
Available in M/L and X-L sizes, retailer packs are available with low opening orders.
Contact Linebreak on 01926 813749, linebreakuk@btinternet.com or visit www.linebreak.co.uk

Kelme Tiburon
Before the start of the 2006/07 season KELME will launch a
unique product that will take professional football boots to new
levels of excellence in several different ways.
The boot is called TIBURON, which is the Spanish word
for Shark, the new leather to be used by KELME for the first
time in a football boot. Made from ‘non-protected species’,
TIBURON will be KELME’s top professional boot for the new
season, and already there are several KELME professional
players secretly training in them.
Shark leather is the perfect natural material for performance
football boots. It’s lighter and has superior water repelling

qualities compared to other leathers, due
to the molecule structure of the skin. Shark
leather is also one of the strongest
leathers know to man. Tests show that it
is between seven and 11 times stronger
then conventional leather because of its
unique micro structure.
During manufacturing the shark
leather is left ‘untanned’, which
means that the ‘placoid scales’
(which are millions of microscopic
teeth-like spines covered in an
enamel-like substance) remain on
the surface of the leather. This
gives an unusual natural texture
when you stroke the boot from toe
to heel, yet it’s smooth in the
opposite direction. Leaving the
leather untanned provides superior
ball grip and friction qualities during
‘ball contact time’, giving the player the
opportunity to gain greater swerve.
For further information call 01823
325332, email sales@kelme.co.uk or
visit www.kelme.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCTS

What’s New

The latest lines from the world’s leading manufacturers
Gunn & Moore 2006 - ahead of the game
The GM brand could not have had a higher profile in
2005 - and 2006 looks like more of the same.
GM’s four distinct blade shapes - Purist,
Maxi, Hero and the new Duellist - will
continue to get high profile international
coverage. A full range of junior
English-made bats, complete new
ranges of batting gloves, batting
pads, helmets, wicketkeeping, footwear and
cricket bags, plus new
products in personal
protection, cricket accessories,
clothing and activewear,
all combine to produce
the best-ever cricket range
from Gunn & Moore.

The Duellist - a new
bat shape for
2006 with GM
powerarc blade

Full details of
the complete 2006
range is available at
www.gm-cricket.com
or from your Unicorn
Group representative
on 0115 985 3500.
New Hero Helmet
incorporates extensive
venting for increased
cooling and comfort

Blandford
Sub Aqua
Blandford Sub Aqua
offers a full range of
snorkelling products ideal
for the sports retailer.
With more and more
people having overseas
holidays, the snorkelling
market is growing
significantly, making it an
ideal time to sell
snorkelling products to
your customers before
they go away.
Blandford Sub Aqua
offers a full range of masks, fins and snorkels, as well as complete
sets, all attractively packaged to increase customer interest. The range
starts from basic sets through to full professional sets - so whatever
your customer’s budget, there will be something for them.
For the more advanced snorkelling and diver, Blandford Sub
Aqua also offers wetsuits, dive torches, watches and stab jackets.
For further details call 01823 663849. Fax: 01823 665833.
Email: Peter@ blandfords.co.uk. Website: www.blandfordsubaqua.co.uk
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Penn Footwear
The interest around Penn Footwear
continues to grow as the 2006
relaunch is backed by a comprehensive
marketing campaign to help establish the
brand image.
David Buchanan, Penn Marketing
Manager, believes: “We have a range
that’s very distinctive. A lot of retailers are
looking for something new and
individual to add to their portfolio, and
Penn footwear provides this.”
With three defined categories Originals, Limited Editions and Sports Penn covers most areas, from
mainstream sports footwear through to
high quality fashion trainers, with all
ranges encompassing the
individuality that is
inherent in Penn. The
footwear retails
from £20 to £70.
For more
information call
01706 873355.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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STORE SECURITY
COVER
STORY

Show triumph
The recent Sports Traders Alliance Group buying show, supported by Sports Insight,
was a resounding success for suppliers and retailers alike
Above: David
Westhead presenting
the new Rucanor
range
Above right: one of
the main halls

The annual Sports Traders
Alliance Group buying show took
place at Heythrop Park Golf and
Country Club at Enstone near
Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire on
November 20-21.
All the sports trade shows have
declined and disappeared over the
years, so why have a show? How
many retailers will attend? Which
suppliers will feel the need to risk
another show that could possibly be
like all the others in recent years?
These were all questions that had
to be answered many months prior to
the event.
Sports trade shows have declined
and disappeared over recent years,
but the STAG buying show has
thrived. Why?

Business is written
The simple answer is that it is a
buying show and not a PR exercise. It
is promoted and set up with this in
mind from the retailers and suppliers
point of view. It has a targeted
audience of likeminded retailers and a
supportive supplier base.
The need to make the show a
commercial success was obviously
paramount in terms of business being
written, but from a human point of
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view it was important to create an
atmosphere that was warm, friendly
but business-like.
Providing a forum for people to
meet acquaintances, old and new,
was another vital part of the mix.
Networking is a very underestimated
part of business these days and it is
incredible when you have the
chance to mingle, swap ideas and
gain new contacts what can develop
from it.
The preparation for the show had
started the best part of a year
previous and every little detail had
been looked at time and time again.
A day had been set aside for the
exhibition set up, which took place
on Saturday the 19th.
A steady stream of 78 suppliers
arrived from 9am onwards to set up
their stands and display current and
new 2006 styles. Many suppliers set
up early and took advantage of the
hotel’s excellent facilities, especially
the golf course. The quality of
stands and displays were extremely
high and, coupled with the venue,
helped to create an atmosphere of
relaxed professionalism.
The show exhibition space was
situated in six areas of the hotel,
with the largest of the halls holding

30 suppliers. The suppliers had
been very cleverly arranged to give
each one the maximum exposure to
visiting STAG retailers. With a
great mix of brands and sports in
each area, it led to many new
contacts being made over the
two days.
But what makes the STAG buying
show the biggest and best in the UK
sports trade?
The answer is in the planning and
preparation. Managing director, Ward
Robertson, and Sales & Marketing
Director, Ricky Chandler, have been
to many trade shows over the years,
both good and bad, and are
determined to give the STAG show
all the ingredients that a successful
show needs.
For instance, prior to the show
each supplier is sent a spreadsheet
with the details of every attending
retailer so that they can make
appointments or canvas before the
event takes place. On the flip side,
each retailer is sent a spreadsheet
containing details of all exhibiting
suppliers, together with details of
each special buying show offer that
could be taken advantage of, in order
for them to successfully plan their
buying programme.

MEMORABLE EVENT
■ Over the two days 160 STAG

retailers attended the show, creating a
superb atmosphere for all. At the end
of day one, everyone got together for a
show party that was organised and
funded by STAG.

The KooGa stand busy
writing orders

■ In excess of 400 people made the

party go with a bang and last into the
early hours of Monday morning. It was
like going back in time to when the
sports trade had a real buzz and
everyone contributed to a truly
memorable event. And that was just
day one. Day two brought more of the
same, only with slightly muzzy heads!
■ But was the show a success? From

the opinions canvassed and expressed
below, the answer is a resounding ‘yes’:
■ "It was the best show I have

Retail support
So the only question left - as with any
trade show - was would retailers attend?
This was a question that STAG had
known the answer to for many weeks as
it guarantees attendance of its retailers
by paying for their accommodation.
Successful trade shows need the
support of both quality brands willing
to put on special show offers and
retailers, who treat it as a buying show
and have an open mind to new brands
and categories.
After the post-show analysis had
taken place, STAG was convinced that
it had the right formula for a great
buying show, but not to get
complacent have come up with many

ways why the 2006 show will be
bigger and better than 2005.
This year’s show is already 50 per
cent booked by suppliers and will be
100 per cent booked by the end of
January. It will take place at the same
venue, Heythrop Park Golf and
Country Club, on Sunday, November
19 and Monday, November 20.
To book space contact Joy Carson
at STAG on 01793 715410 or email
joy@stagbuyinggroup.com
To find out about STAG membership
call Ward Robertson or Ricky
Chandler for an informal chat.
Ward Robertson: 07881 828873.
Ricky Chandler: 07881 828874. si

attended in 2005 in terms of writing
business and meeting retailers. The
feedback from other exhibitors I spoke
with was also unbelievably positive
and we are looking forward to next
year’s show."
Ian Flack, Sales Director, Winmau
■ "The STAG show was a true buying

show in every sense of the word. A
spectacular venue, great facilities and
a really well organised and
attended show."
Bill Leach, Sales Director, Mitre
■ "It was great to see everybody

united in a show with a real buzz to it.
We have already booked for
November 2006."
Robert Pringle, Sales & Marketing
Director, Harrows
■ "Thanks for a well organised show.

We played our part and ordered
several thousand pounds worth of
goods with several suppliers, and with
such a big attendance I hope the
brands were well satisfied."
Colin Gundy, Owner, Cojo's, Louth
■ "The show was excellent with loads

of good deals from Puma, Asics, etc.
New suppliers and the overall spread
and depth of products available was
very useful."
Mike Samways, Buyer, Touchwood Sports
■ "It was an absolutely fantastic show

- great to meet fellow members and a
myriad of suppliers under one roof. It
really feels like the STAG members are
united and together forming a very
strong buying group."
Andrew Hodgson, Owner,
Sportsworld, Alnwick

The bustling New
Balance stand

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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KIT STOP

What’s Hot

How is it marketed?

Linebreak Recovery sportswear for men and women
Mark Gladwin, managing director of
Linebreak, talks us through the offering.

Can you give us some
background on the range?
Designed in conjunction with leading
sport biomechanists, and using input
from elite and grassroots athletes,
Linebreak performance sportswear is
the missing link in getting the best
results on and off the park.
At all levels of sport, knowledge
about hydration, nutrition and training
techniques are commonplace, but the
age-old problem of
muscle soreness
taking its toll on an
athletes’ abilities to
develop has been
left unaddressed until now.

Linebreak is a specialist in
recovery technology using the latest
developments in fabrics to get an
athlete back on the road quicker and
fresher than ever before.

Key features and benefits?
Gradient compression is the key to
enhanced circulation, which is
Linebreak’s standout feature. This
gradual increase in compression from
the waist to ankle promotes optimal
blood flow throughout the entire leg,
feeding oxygenated blood to the muscles
worst affected by lactic acid build up.
Better blood flow means this
debilitating by-product of exercise is
‘flushed’ out of the muscles, making
the time to recovery vastly quicker and faster recovery means you’re
back on the road fresher and ready to
get the most from your next session.
Add to this the research-proven
moisture management qualities of the
fabric that keep you drier and regulate
your core temperature, and you have a
product that works for you both
during and after exercise.

Why has the range sold so
well?
Recovery is unaddressed in all other
current underwear products, but it is
probably the one factor that both the
elite and the weekend warrior both
recognise. Linebreak’s unique
product offering has been welcomed
at all levels as being a product that can
help both during and after exercise.
We also have a dedicated
women’s range designed with
women in mind - women are not
small men!

Who is the range
aimed at?
This multisport brand is
targeted at anyone who
exercises and wants to
be able to continue
everyday activities
without muscle
soreness and
stiffness.
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With Linebreak, underwear is all we
do, so the retailer can be sure of 100
per cent marketing concentration on
the product range, both in advertising
and product support.
We offer 24-48-hour delivery,
UK warehousing, on-site training and
support and a range of POS offerings.
We have now begun a year-long
consumer marketing campaign that
will drive the customer into the
stores, backed up by one of the most
prestigious sponsorship agreements in
UK team sports at the moment watch this space for more
information.
For more details call 01926 813749
or email:
linebreakuk@btinternet.com
si

RETAIL INTERVIEW

Retail Therapy
Tom Naylor, RUN, Hove & Worthing
Tom Naylor is the co-owner and
director of specialist running shop
RUN. A runner who started in
sports retail aged 14 with a Saturday
job in a local running shop, he
opened his first outlet in Hove, East
Sussex with business partner Kurt
Hoyte two months after graduating
from Loughborough University in
2001. A second branch in Worthing
opened two months ago.
What’s your background in sports
retail?
I went to Loughborough so I could
continue running at a high standard
whilst studying for a business degree.
Part of my course was a year in
industry and I managed to get myself a
position within the marketing team at
Reebok - a very interesting year.
I worked with my future business
partner at the London Marathon Expo.
He was there with Concurve and I for
Brooks. We’d trained and worked
together for many years and on the
journey up to the marathon he talked
to me about opening his own shop. We
opened RUN in 2001.
What are the ideas behind your store
design?
My business partner in his past life
was an illustrator, so our stores look
minimalist, smart and simple. We think
locally this has changed people’s
perception of a running specialist. We
used to see too many people frightened
of going into running shops, thinking
they were for elite runners only.
The products we stock are, we
feel, the best on the market. We don’t
go for exclusivity or the latest fashions.
We go for what we feel as runners are

the best products. We’ll take ranges
this coming summer from RONO,
Concurve, Sugoi, Pearl Izumi and
Odlo.
Why did you decide to focus on
running?
My mum got me into running when I
was seven. I made the top 20 in the
UK rankings on the track a couple of
times as a junior, and have been the
Sussex County Champion on road, XC
and track. I’m currently running 70-75
miles a week trying to get fit for the
National Cross in February. We open
the shops at 11am so that we can get in
10 miles before work - it’s a stipulation
within our shop that every member of
staff runs at least 50 miles a week!
How has trade been in the last 12
months?
The high street around us is certainly
talking of hard times, but we’re young
and still expect to grow. 2005 was a
pretty good year for us.
Current best sellers?
Anything Asics and Concurve. These
companies are always on the cutting
edge of development, but keep their
products very functional and very
commercial. We’ve been really
impressed with one or two of the new
Saucony shoes and think that they will
have a very good year in our stores in
2006.
What are current or future marketing
strategies?
Over the past four years we’ve been
working very hard with the local
gyms, which has helped us target the
lifestyle runner.

How do you compete with the big
retailers?
We like to think we are completely
different from the big retailers and
don’t need to compete. We offer
customers the best service and the best
products. If people want to be served
by a 16 year old on the high street that
doesn’t know a running shoe from a
tennis racquet that’s up to them.
How do you find out about new
products?
Since half the sales reps for the
running companies these days were at
Loughborough at the same time I was,
we tend to keep up with developments
when we get together to reminisce.
On a more serious note, we were
really into our running shoes, kit, etc
before we were in retail and we’ve
always made it our business to know
exactly what’s going on with new
shoes, new ideas, etc.
What do you like most and least
about the business?
Most - talking endlessly about the
sport that I love. Least - the archaic
and old school way of doing business
with too many of the brands.
What do you believe is the biggest
barrier to doing business?
The ineffectual marketing campaigns
by most of the running brands.
Everything over the last four years has
been targeting existing runners and
nothing is being done to target the
future running market. So much more
could be done in my opinion.
Your thoughts on online retailing?
The internet is for buying CDs and
books and as an information source.
For me online retailing is purely for
the short-term customer. Online
customers are always looking for a
price and have no loyalty.
What do you think will be the ‘next
big thing’ in sports retail?
We’re forever being told that
something is going to be the ‘next big
thing’. Our reply is that the hula hoop
was once the next big thing, which
was going to transform the world of
fitness. At the moment we are going to
stick to what we know and sell
si
running gear.
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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60 SECONDS INTERVIEW

60
Seconds

David Buchanan

David Buchanan, Group Marketing Executive of the
Sutton Group Of Companies

Can you give us some background on SGC and
your relationship with Penn?
SGC is short for the Sutton Group Of Companies and
a part of this group is JBI Ltd, the licensee for Penn
Footwear. As a group we have been in the industry
for 60 years, starting back in 1945 with a philosophy
of 100 per cent footwear, which we stand by today.
Over the years we have developed one of the
strongest design and sourcing teams in the business,
which has helped us to produce a range for Penn
that is both highly commercial but also, we feel,
different to anything else out there at the moment.
The group has also invested heavily in its
infrastructure and we have recently opened a new
purpose built 105,000 sq ft distribution centre, so we
are continually moving forward to ensure we can
meet the needs of all our customers, both now and
in the future.
How are you marketing the brand in the UK?
We are currently in the process of marketing to the
trade. We are carrying out a lot of press advertising
and PR, and we are also appearing at most if not all
the major trade shows to generate awareness of
Penn within the trade.
On the consumer side, once we have the right
stockists in place, we will be carrying out a
comprehensive campaign to help establish our brand
image. A large part of this will be PR as we feel it is
the best way to get credibility for a brand that is
relatively new to the market.
What type of retailer are you looking to take on
as a stockist?
We are looking for both independents and multiple
retailers alike. The main criterion is that we want
retailers who are aware of the need for something
new in the footwear market.
What kind of marketing/logistical support do you
offer retailers?
We will be supporting retailers with a wide range of
POS options. We are also currently in the process of
developing a website that will be used as a vehicle to
help build our brand image and direct consumers to
our stockists. We will continually be looking at new
ways to promote the brand as we know that you
can’t afford to stand still in today’s environment.
Can you tell us about the current Penn range?
Penn footwear for 2006 is about building on Penn’s
sporting heritage to create a distinctive brand for
fashion and design-savvy consumers.
The Penn range is subdivided into
three categories. Penn Sports is slightly
more mainstream footwear but with a
touch of individuality. Designs
range from the classic ‘Royal
Court’, inspired by tennis
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footwear from 1977, to high performance sports
and leisure trainers.
There are then two fashion-based ranges - Penn
Limited Editions and Penn Originals. Made with the
finest leathers and construction techniques, both
offer the fashion conscious consumer quality
footwear with a well-defined and distinctive image.
What’s Penn’s USP?
The heritage of Penn is unique in itself. We have
been at the heart of tennis for many years and are
often at the forefront of most innovations within the
game. Our main USP, however, is our footwear and
the fact that we are not a mainstream brand.
Who is your target market?
18-35-year-olds, both male and female, who are
fashion conscious. The type of consumer that is
looking for that something a bit different.
Where do you hope to be in the next 12 months?
In 12 months I would like to be sat here telling you
about the successful launch of Penn footwear. We
understand it will be a slow process, but if we can be
in a position this time next year where we have
several good stockists and the brand is gaining more
awareness we will be happy.
And the next five years?
If we can build on what we hope to achieve in our
first 12 months, I will be extremely pleased. As long
as we can continue to be innovative and produce
footwear that offers consumers a fashionable
alternative to the mainstream sports brands, we will
have achieved our goal. Hopefully, we will have a
strong following of loyal consumers with many
satisfied stockists and a well-established brand image.
Best way for retailers to market the product?
I honestly feel we have a brand that is very
marketable, plus we are developing good quality
footwear that is different to most things out there at
the moment. These are the values retailers should be
marketing. There are a lot of consumers out there
who are looking for something
new and different to the
Nike and Adidas that
most retailers
have to
concentrate
on. si

FSPA MEMBER NEWS

Introducing the Federation
of Sports & Play Associations
The industries of sport and play unite to create a fresh
look, stronger voice and new name for the Federation

Mark Hammersley: “The
individual play
associations have
become very proactive
members on the board
of the Federation”

The Sports
Industries
Federation will now
be known as The
Federation of
Sports & Play
Associations (FSPA).
The change in branding is to
reflect the influence the Play Industry
Associations have under the umbrella
of the Federation. The FSPA is
currently responsible for 16
associations, of which four are
extremely active in the play sector.

Major influence
Says Mark Hammersley, a board
member of the FSPA: "Not only have
the individual play associations

become a major influence in the play
industry throughout the UK, but now
they have equally become very
proactive members on the board of
the Federation. We believe it is
important to recognise this input and
look forward to continue working
together on building a stronger
voice for the sports and play
industry through the
Federation."
The size of the play
industry has increased
dramatically over recent
years with the growth
and development of
indoor and outdoor
facilities across the length
and breadth of the UK.
This market has become
an important factor in the
early development of young
children.
Play assists in a child's
early development by
introducing them to
many diverse activities
and acts as a
springboard into more
structured sporting
opportunities as they get older.
John Simmons, a leading figure
in the play industry and currently a
Federation board member, is
delighted with the new name. He
says: "Our industry plays an integral
part in introducing young people to
the first concept of sport at an early
age. This name change reflects the
work we do and recognises sport and
play as one united body."

New website
To coincide with the name change,
the FSPA is set to launch its new

website at
www.sportsandplay.com.
The site will replace
www.thesportslife.com and create an
improved facility for its visitors in
terms of content, colour and
consistency.
Says David Pomfret, Operations
Director of the FSPA: "We believe it
is vitally important for the website
to reflect the fresh approach the
Federation is taking in the sports
and play industry. Visitors to the site
will notice a difference and enjoy
more up to date information and
swifter access to the individually
hosted association sites within." si

“Play assists in a child's early development by introducing them to many diverse
activities and acts as a springboard into more structured sporting opportunities
as they get older”
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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ISPO WINTER 06 PREVIEW

Record breaker
This year’s winter ispo will be the biggest one in the event’s history. We caught up
with Roger Sherman, MD of Pattern Ltd, for a low-down on the show
At a time when visitor levels at
many exhibitions are in decline, ispo
winter continues to buck the trend.
This year the exhibition will take
up 160,000 square metres of the New
Munich Trade Fair Centre and will be
the largest ispo in the event’s history,
with more than 1,800 exhibitors
present.

Outdoor ispo has enjoyed the
biggest increase in exhibitors, with
Timberland taking part again
following a long absence. Another big
name, Sympatex, will be unveiling its
new brand image in Hall B4, which
has been updated to reflect the
company’s new technical direction.
Not surprisingly, both ski and board
ispos will also have a strong presence.

Waiting list
According to Roger Sherman,
managing director of Pattern Ltd, the
agent in the UK and Republic of
Ireland for show organiser Messe
Munchen International, there’s even a
waiting list of exhibitors who can’t be
accommodated this year, a situation
not experienced since ispo took place
in the old, much smaller fairgrounds
in 1997.
Sherman told Sports Insight:
“Over the past two years the number
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of both exhibitors and visitors have
risen by an average of 10 per cent a
year. It’s probably right to say,
however, that although exhibitor
numbers have again risen for 2006,
we would be very surprised to see a
comparable rise in visitors. ispo
summer’s figures remain steady, but
this is a smaller show altogether,
although remaining the second largest
sports trade fair in the world.”
The foreign share of exhibitors
will again be more than 80 per cent.
For an up-to-date list visit
www.ispo.com.

Format
This year’s show format remains the
same - the various sports sectors
grouped into ‘communities’ and
supplemented with a comprehensive
event programme and myriad fashion
shows, ranging from Fashion and
Style to Outdoor and Swimwear.

Should visitors expect a heavy
emphasis on football because of the
World Cup? “Only up to a point,” says
Sherman. “Halls C3 and C4 will be
the venue for the World Media Centre
for the World Cup - and, of course,
games will be played at the brilliant
Allianz Stadium, which is a few
kilometres down the road from the
Messe. However, ispo itself probably
won’t have much more football
content than usual.”
Most trade shows are measured by
the amount of business written at the
event. As well as this side, ispo also
provides visitors with an invaluable
opportunity to view the latest lines.
“By no means are all the visitors
expecting to make confirmed orders at
ispo, but the scale of the show
provides the world’s retailers with an
opportunity to see next season’s
fashions early and make early
choices,” says Sherman. “Some come
with preconceived ideas as to what
they want, but then might change their
minds because of something they were
not aware of.
“Exhibitors expect to confirm prearranged order at ispo and are hopeful
of new business, particularly from
countries to which they do not
currently export, and many companies
are seeking new distribution
arrangements.”

EVENT PROGRAMME

Benefits
But what’s ispo got to offer British
retailers? Despite the fact that Pattern
is aware of a substantial amount of
smaller retailers who do not go to
Munich, Roger Sherman believes the
show is crucial to retailers wanting to
maintain a competitive edge over
their competitors.
“Whether it’s expense or the size
of the show, or the two days out of
the shop the visit requires which is
putting some UK retailers off, we
don’t know,” says Sherman.
“However, there is absolutely no
doubt that a visit to ispo provides all
retailers with a window on the
world’s latest sports fashion and
equipment.
“Leading brands are showing new
collections, new designs are being
revealed - ispo provides a fantastic
education for any ambitious retailer.
Even the larger retail chains should, in
my view, send more people to ispo
si
than just their major buyers.”

“The scale of the show provides the world’s
retailers with an opportunity to see next season’s
fashions early and make early choices”

Once again, expect a varied event
programme at ispo.
Both The European Ski Awards
and ispo Outdoor Awards will be
presented in Munich, while the
European Outdoor Summit and
European Ski Summit will convene
there also.
If you’re on the lookout for
something new to add to your
stock lines this year, the SkiLift
and Greenhouse projects warrant
closer inspection. Designed to
promote new brands in the ski
and outdoor markets, these
initiatives will be running in
tandem with established brands
showcased at the Outdoor Fashion
and Ski Fashion Shows. In
addition, the latest tent models
will be on display at the atrium at
the New Munich Trade Fair Centre.
The start-up project ispo
BrandNew, in Hall A2, is also
worth a visit, as is board_ispo
seed bed, where you’ll find some
new independent streetwear
brands exhibiting their wares.

HALL BY HALL
■ Board A1-A3
■ Ispovision A4
■ Sportswear A5-A6
■ Ski B2-B3
■ Outdoor B4-B6
■ Community Fitness C1
■ Sourcing C2

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
■ When: Sunday, January 29-

Wednesday, February 1, 2006.
■ Where: New Munich Trade Fair

Centre
■ Opening times: Sunday-Tuesday

9am-6pm. Wednesday 9am-5pm.
■ Tickets: day ticket 19*/29€ ; two-

day ticket 28*/39€ ; permanent
ticket 36*/47€ . All prices include
catalogue. *advance purchase
price. You can pre-register at
www.ispo.com
■ Travel and accommodation
service: Smart and more GmbH.
Tel: (+49 1805) 34 77 80.
Email: smartfairs@maritz.de.
www.smart-fairs.de
■ Hotel directory:
www.messehotelfuehrer.de

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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SOLTEX PREVIEW

Snow business
Soltex is among the biggest outdoor trade shows in sports retail
- you can’t afford to miss it if your business is winter sports
Soltex is one of the most successful
sport/fashion snowsport and outdoor
trade shows in the UK, and takes place
this year from February 19-22 at the GMex Centre, Manchester. Organised by
Rare Management on behalf of the
Snowsport Industries of Great Britain
(SIGB), last year’s show had nearly
3,000 visitors flocking to the event.
The sport/fashion trade show focuses
mainly on outdoor sports, particularly the
snow/ski sector, and attracts some of the
biggest brand names in the business as
well as fledgling companies aiming to
make their mark in the winter sport, surf,
skate or action sports streetwear markets.
The show features:
■ Over 500 trend-setting brands.
■ A mix of cutting-edge style and hardcore

technical clothing and hardware.
■ Over 10,000 square metres of exhibition
space with up to 160 exhibitors.
■ An opportunity to see, compare and
order product for Autumn/Winter 2006.
New to the show this year is an area
dedicated to showcasing new brands.
Called Soltex Fresh, the idea is for
retailers and the media to be able to
identify the next big thing in snowsport
and outdoor fashion.
“This year we are all going to be in
one big hall at G-Mex instead of spread
over two different halls, and we’re having
an area specially for new companies and
brands called Fresh,” explains Lesley
Beck of Rare Management
“This industry is full of creative,
exciting ideas, brands and companies, but
because starting out in business can be
tough in such a competitive market,
Soltex has set aside an area especially for
these brands and companies to exhibit,
where buyers and media can easily
identify them.
“We already have good take-up in this
section of the show and I think it’s going
to be a big success. Brands in the Fresh
area include, Ninthward Skis, Avalaan
Clothing and Dark Summer Magazine all of which represent the new freeride
skiing movement, which is burgeoning.
“The Innovation Awards will be back
again this year, but recognising the growth
area of women-specific gear, a new

category has been created for this, as
well as the hardware, software and
accessories categories which were
awarded last year.”

Innovation
The Innovation Awards sees a
selection of expert judges representing
all aspects of the industry and media
evaluating entries for innovation,
design, function, commercial potential
and value for money. Entries all
contain genuinely new or innovative
features and the best of the entries are
being showcased for the duration of
Soltex 06 in a dedicated display area.
The show’s business lounge with free
internet and wireless laptop coverage
for exhibition goers proved so popular
at the last show that Soltex is repeating
it and planning to expand the
availability to more areas of the event.

With over 500 brands on display
and a raft of after-show
entertainment and launch parties,
including the Soltex Show Party,
Manchester is the place to be next
si
month for outdoor retailers.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
■ Where and when: G-Mex,

Manchester. February 19-22, 2006.
■ Opening times: Friday, Saturday: 9-

6. Sunday: 9-4.
■ Registration: complete the online

form at www.soltex.co.uk for free
entry and show catalogue.
■ Exhibitors: for a full list see the
Soltex website, which also has details
of travel and accommodation.
■ Further information: Rare
Management 0131 557 3012.
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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The future’s bright
Expect 2006 to be the year that sport is put firmly back in
the shop window of the nation
Despite a tough 2005, there’s an air
of cautious optimism in the trade
for 2006. UK sport received a boost
in many quarters last year - a fillip
that it’s hoped will continue to
make its presence felt during the
next 12 months.
And while we understand that
struggling companies will offer a
polite “no comment” rather than
tales of woe when pursued by the
press, which sometimes distorts the
overall picture, the companies we
spoke to have assured us that,
despite the odd dark cloud, the
future’s bright for the sports trade.

Eager anticipation
David Pomfret, Operations Director
of the Federation of Sports & Play
Associations (formerly The Sports
Industries Federation), sums up the
mood well: “2006 is eagerly
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anticipated with renewed optimism
for a year that will see sport back in
the shop window of the nation.
“Why the optimism? There are
a number of reasons. Despite a
wobble in the middle of the
qualifying campaign, England has
made it through to the World Cup
finals. The impact a World Cup has
on our nation is always positive and
creates that much-needed feelgood
factor the further we go in the
competition. The impact is felt
throughout many sectors of the
market, but none more so than the
sports industry.
“As England won the Ashes in
the most scintillating fashion, it
has created a new buzz within
cricket and is prompting many
young hopefuls to take to the
crease for the first time in 2006
with the objective of being the next
Freddie Flintoff.

“And, in Andrew Murray, tennis
has a new kid on the block who has
attracted great media attention. He
can go onto inspire young hopefuls
into the game in the way that Tim
Henman did a decade ago and add
a much-needed fresh approach to
the game in the coming year.”
With the World Cup in the
summer, it’s going to be a massive
year for football. The likes of Puma
is looking forward to its biggest-ever
year, while Intersport, which is
already rolling out a programme of
World Cup events, is confident that
its tie-in with Adidas is going to get
the tills ringing.
Says David Learmonth, Puma
UK Marketing Director: “Clearly,
the World Cup offers us the chance
to showcase our most innovative
football products ever and to proudly
present these via many of the world’s
leading players and teams.

“In addition to this little
event, Puma will continue to
gain high profile coverage
within cricket, rugby,
running and Gaelic sports in
2006, while March 2006 sees
us enter the world of golf for
the first time. So there’s
plenty to look forward to.”

Outdoor fitness
Sticking with the outdoor fitness
theme, a number of companies in
this sector are also looking to
build on their successes in 2005.
Rohan told Sports Insight that its 05
men’s footwear range sold out in
many styles within weeks, Asics has
seen significant growth in all categories
while AMG Group - distributor of the
Force Ten, Vango, Lichfield, Teva,
Trezeta, Rossignol, Phoenix and
Wayfayrer brands - says 2006 will be a
tipping season to the start of something
special for its proprietary and
distribution brands.
“Never has there been such a focus
on an active lifestyle and people’s
overall well-being,” says Pete
Hazlewood, International Brand
Manager at Timex Sports and Outdoors.
“More and more people are seeing ways
that they can turn a normal everyday
task into a health benefit.
“For instance, in London the
number of people who are now cycling
to work has doubled in the last five
years - this seems to be a reflection of
how society is perceiving the
association between an active lifestyle
and good health.”
This resurgence in cycling has, of
course, a welcome knock-on effect for
companies such as Evans Cycles, which
has four new store openings planned for
2006. “Cycling has seen quite a
resurgence in the last couple of years,
with more people than ever before
getting out on their bikes,” says
Marketing Manager, Ben Hart.
“We’re putting this down to three
main reasons - the public becoming
aware of the need for being fit and
healthy, cycling becoming more
‘normal’ with all types of people riding
bikes and people commuting to work by
bike, which is often easier and quicker
than the car or public transport.”
On two feet, Andy Hewat, New
Balance’s UK Sales Manager, says that
the company is perfectly positioned to
take on the challenges in the market
place with an employed salesforce that
are tactically positioned, while Steve
Wells, Ski Department Operations
Manager at Ellis Brigham, says that

“Darts has been influenced by several new and exciting
televised promotions and these many events have swelled
demand for the game”
while 2006 is going to be tough,
anyone who remains focused on why
they’re in business will find there are
enough sales to be had.
He told Sports Insight: “The
money will not just walk into the tills
and there are lots of people scrapping
for what business there is, but I
believe that by remembering the
basics of who our customer base is
and what they want, we will continue
to be successful. Offer a good range
of interesting products and treat
every customer with the service that
you would expect yourself and you’ll
do well.”

Robert Pringle, Sales & Marketing
Director at Harrows, echoes these
sentiments. He told Sports Insight: “In
addition to this exposure for the
traditional game, a large proportion of
countries that we sell to have
embraced the electronic or ‘Softip’
version of darts. The main advantage
of Softip darts is that the dart machine
‘takes chalks’ and scores automatically
for the player.
“Whilst not to everyone’s taste,
this is certainly a more user-friendly
type of dart game and we are active in
its promotion as it helps to increase
players globally.”

2006 is going to be a
big year for football

Darts resurgence
Back indoors and darts is enjoying a
resurgence thanks to increased
television coverage. Says Simon Hall,
International Marketing Manager at
Nodor: “The coming year will be
challenging for the sports goods
industry as a whole, where we have
seen a scale reduction of the leisure
sporting goods market.
“However, darts has been
influenced by several new and
exciting televised promotions and
these many events have swelled
demand for the game, sales have
held steady and we even expect
better signs of recovery, with darts
coming back as a speciality
lifestyle sport.”

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Ian Flack and Winmau
have several new
product launches
and initiatives planned
for 2006

Winmau has several new product
launches and initiatives planned for
2006 - the company has just signed an
exclusive deal for the Bullseye
merchandise. There’s even talk of
another series of the cult show that,
says Sales & Marketing Director Ian
Flack, could be fantastic for darts.
“In addition to this, Winmau have
signed arguably the ‘biggest’ name in
darts in the form of Andy Fordham,”
says Flack. “Andy has chosen to

elevated in the mindset of the
Government and the nation over the
next seven years, at a time when
participation levels in sport have been
on the decline,” says David Pomfret.
“With the momentum created by
the important factors of 2005,
coupled with the advent of The
Winter Olympics, The
Commonwealth Games and The
Ryder Cup in 2006, it should ensure a
year of progress and prosperity.” si

“The big challenge is the fact that many
people seem to have decided that the way
to stay in business is to compete by
offering the lowest possible retail, often
on goods that will sell anyway. This is a
short-term view and is going to see a
whole heap of shops going under. Linked
to this are the suppliers who seem to be
chasing the quick buck by selling to
people who end up throwing the stock
straight onto websites or eBay with big
money off - they’re destroying their own
brands. The best way to be successful is to
take real pride in what you are doing that way you will offer good service to the
public and you will be rewarded in the
long term.”
Steve Wells, Ski Department Operations
Manager, Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports

“The biggest challenge is to continue
to develop our products to reflect
changing business conditions; to
understand the consequences,
support the changes and get the
products out to let our users compete
more effectively.”
Jonno Barrett, managing director,
Kudos Software

CHALLENGES AHEAD
While optimism
abounds in
the trade, there
are many
challenges that lie
ahead
in 2006.
“Our biggest challenge is to make sure
we focus on keeping our independent
sports retailers viable in the face of the
multiples’ heavy discounting policy.”
Paul Nash, General Manager,
Intersport (pictured)
“With some major sports retailers
closing their doors in 2005, a major
challenge for us is to ensure that players
can continue to find our products easily.
We want to work to maintain and
improve distribution with those who
already support our brands and also
look to fill the gaps left by those who
have sadly now gone.”
Richard Gray, Sales & Marketing
Director, Grays International
“The biggest challenge for 2006 is to
continue to grow as fast as we have done
in 2005. We will continue to invest in
product endorsees and in trade support to
ensure that sell-through for our stockists
is as strong as possible, and will invest in
product development to continue to offer
innovative product to allow our stockists
to upsell and improve their bottom line.”
Paul Sherratt, Country Manager UK &
Ireland, McDavid

David Pomfret:
“2006 is eagerly
anticipated with
renewed optimism”

partner with Winmau so that we can
develop and focus on both his game
and a superb range of new products
that will demonstrate his popularity.”
And while we may never see
darts adopted as an Olympic sport,
looking further ahead than the next 12
months, let’s hope that both the sports
trade and the Government
successfully build on the golden
opportunity that’s the 2012 Olympics.
“This must ensure that sport will be

“With the growth over the last three
years taking our company turnover to £13
million, we face a challenge to continue
to see this growing. Everybody wants to
knock the biggest and best off the top
and our challenge is to remain the world’s
number one golf apparel company.”
Grahame Jenkins, managing director,
Ashworth Europe

“For Nautilus our greatest challenge
comes from within the commercial sector
of our business. We have a strong
heritage and high quality brands with an
‘A list’ of commercial clients, but it is
retail where Nautilus has the biggest
opportunities this coming year. We have a
pipeline of excellent products across
three strong brands - Nautilus, Schwinn
and Bowflex - plus we have a team of instore demonstrators and educators who
are out there helping customers reach
their goals.”
Steve Carter, managing director UK,
Nautilus
“Retailers still have the opportunity to
create satisfied trampoline
customers and turn a profit. The
challenge is for them to resist the
temptation to join ‘the sheds’ and web
discounters in chasing the price
downwards with a low-spec product
that is often more likely to create
aggravation and heartache rather than
customer satisfaction.”
Chris Prentis, managing director,
Super Tramp

“A far higher percentage of our
customers are now opting to travel
long haul, flying to places that in our
summer is their winter, and vice
versa. Because of this it is becoming
increasingly important to stock yearround products, yet space in-store is
at a premium. With the weather
doing strange things at the moment,
our experts are keeping a careful eye
on climate change and how this is
affecting our sales patterns.”
Becky Serieys, Brand Development
Manager, Rohan
“One of the biggest challenges for
Slendertone is to educate
consumers and retailers alike about
the benefits of electrical muscle
stimulation and how this can
effectively work a muscle group in
just the same way as voluntary
exercise. By doing this we hope to
grow consumer confidence in the
overall EMS category and
demonstrate its benefits to a
wider audience.”
Dr Patricia Smith, CEO, Slendertone
“Our biggest challenge is the
ever-changing face of retail, the
threat to our traditional customers
from the supermarkets and the blind
ambition shown by some brands
accepting the temptation from
the supermarkets.”
Stephen Newlands, managing
director, AMG Group

“The coming year will be challenging for the sports goods industry as a whole, where
we have seen a scale reduction of the leisure sporting goods market”
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www.michandra.co.uk

the

cincinatti
POOL TABLE
British Handmade
POOL TABLES | SNOKKER TABLES | DINER/GAMES TABLES
This excellent new full sized pool table has been developed by Michandra, to conform
to both high quality perdformance and robust use, at very attractive prices.
For further information contact us on 01706 877877 or visit our website www.michandra.co.uk
Michandra are part of the J&J Ormerod PLC Group and have been manufacturing
hand built snooker and pool tables in the North of England for the last 26 years.

STORE SECURITY
SIGNAGE

Pointing
the way
Choosing the right signage for the
interior and exterior of your store can
have a dramatic impact on sales
Words by: Dave Howell

Using new technology,
like these holoscreens
in the new Lacoste
store, can boost brand
awareness
© Lacoste

Think about the last time you
visited a store you hadn’t been in
before. How did you locate the
items you were looking for?
As you moved through the store
you would have used the signs above
aisles and promotional mechanics like
posters, free standing POS material, or
even shelf-mounted symbols to guide
you to the items you wanted to buy.
Now put this magazine down for a
minute and take a walk around your
store. If your shop sells multiple lines,
can they be easily found? You are no
doubt running a number of
promotions, but can you see them
easily? If you have difficulty
navigating your store, or locating the
promotions you’re offering, then a
new customer will be hopelessly lost.
Research by the University of
Birmingham Business School has
indicated that 75 per cent of buying
decisions are made in-store. What’s
more, in 2004 it is estimated that £8
billion of business went to other stores
as a direct result of customers leaving
a store because they could not find
what they were looking for. On top of
this, IDG has shown that in-store
promotions can change the buying
habits of 70 per cent of shoppers.

As a retailer, you are providing a
service to your customers, but you must
ensure that they can effectively use that
service. One of the key ways in which
you can do this is with clear signage.

Visual understanding
Without a clearly defined layout, your
store can seem like a haphazard
collection of shelving and
merchandise to a new customer. With
our increasingly time-poor society,
consumers simply don’t have the time,
patience or inclination to patronise
stores that they cannot use quickly and
efficiently. You may have a great
understanding of the merchandise in
your store, but do you communicate
this knowledge to your customers?
At first glance, simple elements
like shelf edge labelling, or the POS
material you employ, can seem
insignificant, but as Nigel Rix,
Commercial Director at Episys
(www.episys.com) describes, the
signage you choose says a great deal
about your store and brand.
“Good signage is important for
any retailer,” he says. “It can define
the ‘personality’ of the store as well as
inform. Signage is used to entice
customers to buy products. It can

allow customers to compare products
and make the initial selection.
“Promotions are used to increase
sales - if a customer doesn't know what
is on promotion he won't buy. When
signage is used correctly it can lead
customers to products that the retailer
wants to sell. An important aspect at
present is the increased competition from
internet retailers, large sports chains and
even supermarkets. The independent
specialist retailer has to maximise his
sales by good signage, as customers will
go elsewhere if the signage is poor.”
But what makes good signage?
Says Sandina Miller of Text Matters
(www.textmatters.com): “Designing a
sign is not the same as designing an
advertisement. A good sign tells you
what you need to know with little fuss
or ambiguity.
“You shouldn’t have to be right in
front of a sign in order to read it, nor
spend ages trying to understand it
because it’s too visually complex.
Good sign design involves knowing
where a sign will be placed, the
message the sign is meant to convey
and the response expected of the user.
Once these requirements are satisfied,
designers can add interesting visual
elements to enhance the message and
promote a brand.

“Ultimately, no matter what system you use, as long at it informs your customers and
aids their move to the buying decision, even a budget signage strategy can work”
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“The process of sign design should
be user-centred. Designers must
understand that the effectiveness of
signs can only really be measured from
the point of view of those who have to
use them - whether they are tall, short,
visually impaired or wheelchair-bound.
Branding and the attempt to create eyecatching signs should never interfere
with straightforward communication
and efficient wayfinding.”
The signage that you decide to
deploy in your store must always be
part of its overall design. There’s little
point investing in new signage if your
store layout isn’t optimised.
As Paul Buckley, a Chartered
Psychologist at the University of
Wales, points out, don’t forget that your
store’s layout is very important to your
customers. The signage you use should
always complement this.
Says Buckley: “One mistake that is
often made is placing too much stock
on the shop floor at any one time. What
then happens is that a customer is
overloaded with information. They then
can’t see the wood for the trees. In
actual fact, there is a paradox here as if
you space your stock out much more
you are likely to increase sales, even
though it appears you are not
maximising the use of the space you
have available in the store.
“Supermarkets use this technique,
which is why aisles have got wider in
recent years, as the bigger the visual
space customers have the more they
can see. Very narrow aisles are almost
like tunnel vision. If you have
merchandise you want people to buy as
an impulse you have to ensure they can
actually see the goods.”

“A final guideline is a consistent
look and feel across all signage. Sit
down and honestly think about the
problems. If a store is badly organised
physically, new signs will not be the
complete solution. The starting point
should be comparing your signage
against a supermarket - for clarity,
information and customer appeal.
Secondly, look at how the store is
merchandised - could better signage
allow customers to self select better?”
Windmill Hill Pro Golf Shop
clearly understands the importance of
good signage. It recently invested in a
new system that gave it more versatility
over the signage it now uses in-store.
“Running a busy shop is a fulltime task without having to look after
changing the signage based on new
products or price changes,” says shop
manager, Sandie Robertson. “As well
as giving the shop a professional
image, the new signage must increase
business and has certainly been a hit
with customers.”
In-store signage is also rapidly
changing as new technology is
perfected. Today you’re more likely to
see flat panel video screens or digital
posters alongside more traditional
paper-based signage.

RESOURCES
Fairfield Displays & Lighting
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk
Tel: 0845 1665209
One of the UK’s most comprehensive
suppliers of signage and lighting.
Visit the website to order its new
display catalogue.
Bartuf Systems
www.bartuf.co.uk
Tel: 0845 130266
If you’re looking for new display
solutions for your store, Bartuf is the
UK’s leading supplier.
Episys
www.episys.com
Developer of the Design Studio system
that can create fast and effective
signage in minutes.
Sign Design Society
www.signdesignsociety.co.uk
Tel: 01582 713556
Promoting excellence in signage and
wayfinding, the society can offer help
and advice on producing clear and
effective signs.

The signage in your
store should guide
as well as
inform customers
© JJB Sports

Perfect signage
How you approach the signage in your
store will largely depend on what you
want to achieve. Customers will need
two types of sign to guide them. The
first allows them to see how your store
is broadly divided by merchandise type;
with the second giving them detailed
information about the items they are
interested in. Both of these should work
in tandem.
Says Nigel Rix: “There are a
number of basic principles and
guidelines that should be followed. We
have produced a simple guide for our
customers that outlines some of the dos
and don'ts. They include thinking about
colours and fonts - these can increase
or destroy the appeal of a sign. Also, it
is important to think about the message
so that the relative sizes and weights
are in proportion.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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SIGNAGE
Good signage starts
at the entrance to
your store
© Dixons

Effective signage
goes hand-in-hand
with your store’s
layout © Adidas

Stores like the Lacoste boutique
that recently opened in the West End of
London is a perfect example of how
signage and store branding are melding
together thanks to some advanced
technology. Its use of ‘holoscreens’
shows advertising that supports the
brand and not only fits the company’s
merchandise image, but allows it to
differentiate itself in the very
competitive sports fashion sector.
Budgets are clearly big at this end
of the market, but this doesn’t mean
smaller businesses can’t learn from
these experiments in store signage.
Ultimately, no matter what system you
use, as long at it informs your
customers and aids their move to the
buying decision, even a budget
signage strategy can work.
Next time you’re shopping take
some time to see how each store in
your high street handles its signage.
They may all look very different, but
they all adhere to some basic principles.
They clearly transmit their message.
They are fast and easy to read, as well
as having the corporate branding that is
evident but not intrusive.
POS material is particularly
important in today’s competitive
market place. The Point of Purchase
Advertising Institute (POPAI) has
indicated that 74 per cent of all
purchases take place in-store via POS
material, so it’s vital that you are clear
about the message in this lucrative
area of your business.
If you’re planning on giving your
store a facelift, but had not intended to
upgrade the signage that you currently
use, think again. There are various
systems available that can help you
design and produce professional
looking signage that will make your
store easy to navigate and also give
you a flexible system that can change

“How you approach the signage in your store will
largely depend on what you want to achieve”
as your stock turns over and you move
through each selling season.
Good signage doesn’t have to be
expensive, but it does need to be
designed and implemented properly if

HEAD TO HEAD

Steve Davenport, Commercial Director, Bartuf Systems

Established in 1995,
The Bartuf Group is
based in Holbeck,
Leeds. The company
now has a substantial
national presence
and is recognised as a leader in the field
of high quality display solutions.
How important do you think good
signage is?
Effective in-store signage is invaluable,
but its benefits are often undervalued
by retailers. In the past many people
have regarded point of purchase
signage as simply a promotional tool
featuring temporary offers such as ‘buy
one get one free’, which greatly
underestimates the role played by point
of purchase display and signage in
growing sales for the retailer. Effective
retail signage offers an unavoidable instore cue to the customer at the vital
purchasing decision moment.
Are there any rules that should
never be broken when new
signage is being designed?
In the case of retail signage, the motto
‘If you’re going to do something, do it
properly’ is very apt. Just as effective
retail signage can have dramatic effects
on retail profits, inferior signage can
also have a dramatic effect.
Sloppy, low quality or badly
designed signage on the exterior of a
store can diminish the look of the store
and drive potential custom away. Equally,
in the interior of the store an excellent
product in an inferior display will send
confusing messages to the consumer
about its quality and the value for money
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it’s to accomplish its task. The next
time you rotate your stock, think about
the signage you use. If you can
improve it, you’ll see this reflected in
si
your store’s overall profitability.

it represents. In this way, signage has a
significant value in adding or detracting
from the perceived value of a product.
Retailers and manufacturers must
also be careful to strike a delicate balance
between using signage effectively to
inform customers and highlight products
and causing an obstruction and sensory
overload for the consumer.
What advice would you give to a
store owner who wanted to give
their store a facelift?
It is important that the retailer has a
good grasp of the traffic patterns coming
in and out of the store, as this is a
reflection of the buying power of the
targeted customers.
This knowledge enables the retailer
to select the optimal location for specific
products,■which will result in the highest
amount of traffic and attract possible
sales. In addition to the importance of
location is the use of space - square
footage could yield dramatically different
gains depending on the product mix,
margins and visual merchandising.
Display systems should combine
concise, attractive design with the ability
to stock a large volume of stock in an
attractive way. In addition, the display
must be easy to maintain, as retail staff
must be free to provide good customer
service. For the retailer wanting to give
their store a facelift, it is extremely
important to pay attention to detail and
consistency. A well-presented store
entrance that is followed by sloppy
merchandising and confusing signs
could be an indicator to the customer
that the exterior image will not be
fulfilled on the inside.

JUST SOME OF THE PRODUCTS THAT CPS DISTRIBUTE IN THE UK

A superb range of Swimming goggles and
corrective lenses for adults and children.

Innovative and stylish drysuits,
wetsuits and accessories.

CPS
Partnership Ltd

CPS Partnership Ltd is the sole UK distributor for a
wide range of sporting equipment manufacturers.
To see the full product range visit our website.

TUSA

World leader in high quality
sports diving equipment.

www.cpspartnership.com

SEAHORSE CASES

Competitively priced watertight protective cases yet still high
quality and rugged with a built-in automatic purge system.

AMABILIA HPRC

High quality and rugged watertight protective
cases with a built-in semi-automatic purge system.

For More Information On Our Products Please Visit Our Website.
Web: www.cpspartnership.com

Email: sales@cpspartnership.com

Tel: +44 (0) 1424 442663
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much more than

just balls!
GILBERT, the world’s oldest rugby manufacturer, has been developing and
supplying the highest quality rugby balls since William Gilbert first
provided balls to Rugby School in 1823.
The continued evolution of their match ball technology and
engineering processes has ensured that they remain in the position of
market leader over 180 years later.
The modern GILBERT is, however, much more than just balls: over
the past decade the company has expanded into all rugby product sectors
and is now one of the few brands capable of equipping a club and its
players with all of their rugby needs.
The equipment required by players today, both on and off the pitch,
must match their levels of commitment and performance and
GILBERT’s 2006 range has therefore been updated and improved in
order to keep up with the advances in the modern game.

The Xact logo is the
GILBERT guarantee of
excellence and confirms that
whatever the product
you choose, it has
been Created to
Perform.

The Xact product range
Introduced in 2005 in support of the technological
advances pioneered by GILBERT’s Ball Development
Engineers: this range has been further enhanced for
2006 and once again features products that have been
produced in conjunction with some of the world’s top
players including England captain Martin Corry, Wales’s
Michael Owen and Ireland’s Donncha O’Callaghan.

The Xact Elite boot
A professional backs boot designed to maximise kicking
performance. Featuring a multi compound heel counter for
maximum support whilst reducing weight and a Protex
“memory” foot bed that moulds to your foot, it also
incorporates an ultra-soft, ultra-supple micro fibre
waterproof upper, an off-centre lacing system for improved
comfort and an enlarged strike zone for cleaner contact with
the ball.

The Xact Charger
The Xact Charger features the tried and tested Triflex padding system
and incorporates a double layer mesh system for improved temperature
control and comfort for the player. The ergonomically designed padded
areas have been redesigned to better protect the most vulnerable parts of
the player (kidneys, sternum, back) whilst ensuring
that the wearer retains their full range of
movements.

The Xact Thermo Undershirt
Manufactured from a multi-yarn sports micro
fibre, gives superior moisture management
performance. An efficient cooling system
and the resultant better temperature
regulation leaves the wearer with more
energy during periods of prolonged exertion.
The silicon rubberised grip on the forearm
will provide the wearer with enhanced ballcarrying control in all conditions.
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For more information on the
Xact range of products call:
08450 66 1823

Balls

Boots

Protection

Undershirts

Clothing

Equipment

Luggage

For more information:

08450 66 1823

TRACKSUITS, TOPS, RAINJACKETS, COACH JACKETS, BAGS, FOOTBALL JERSEYS.
Roma Tracksuits

Porto Tracksuit

Roma Windbreakers

Porto Windbreaker

For catalogue of full MASITA range please contact:
Cartasport Leisure Ltd, Goulbourne House, Goulbourne Street, Keighley, West Yorkshire BD21 1PG
Tel: 01535 600342 Fax: 01535 611489 Email: sales@cartasport.com Web: www.cartasport.com

IN SEASON RUGBY

Rugby

www.sportindustry.biz

KooGa boots
Leading rugby brand KooGa has launched a
new line of boots for 2006. Highlights from the
15-strong range include the Neo-7(pictured
right), an ultra-modern, low cut, eight-stud boot
made from KooGa’s extremely lightweight and
durable microfibre, Neoskin. Incorporating an advanced new
sole, the ‘Techno-Plate’, the Neo-7 improves forefoot stability
while allowing optimum flexibility. Sizes 6-14.
Already set to be a best-seller this year is the PF-1 (pictured below), a classic
leather, eight-stud, performance boot updated with the TechnoPlate sole, a reinforced, external heel counter, dorsal protection
and a shock protection insole. Sizes 6-14
adult and 1-5.5, six-stud in junior.
For more information
call KooGa
on 08708 454 544.

Premier Sock Tape
Premier Sock Tape has been specially developed for the conscientious
sports player.
The new patented soft polyvinylchloride composite material allows a
slight stretch, helping to reduce the ‘tourniquet’ effect that other products
may inflict.
Keeping your socks up and your shin and ankle protection in place is
important. Premier Sock Tape does this perfectly and
comes in a variety of colours that will reflect most
‘park team’ kits.
Professionally branded for specific sports use,
Premier Sock Tape will outperform old-fashioned
methods of keeping socks up and has become the
favourite accessory for sportsmen from the
Premiership to the Olympics.
For more information call 0870 3001478 or visit
www.premiersocktape.co.uk

GNG Sports contact
suits & jackets
The ultimate for opposed, full contact
training, GNG Sports contact suits and
jackets allow real match simulation
whilst vastly reducing the risk of injury.
The suits and jackets provide allround body protection without
impeding movement and
come in a
choice of
colours,
sizes (senior, youth and junior) and all
with your own brand option. They’re
available with extra side and upper arm
protection and are also reversible.
GNG Sports’ new snug-fit
jacket can be worn under
training kit and fits like a
glove for even more
freedom of movement.
For further
information call
01924 400501
or email
sports@gnggroup.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Football
Mitre football range
Established in England in 1817, Mitre is recognised as the world's first supplier of
footballs. Leading the way internationally in the manufacture of balls, boots and
accessories for football, as well as rugby, netball and cricket, Mitre continues to push
the boundaries of sporting technology.
The Pro100T is the fastest most accurate ball ever made yet still allows the player
total control, whilst Mitre speed-stud technology ensures greater acceleration and is
scientifically proven to generate 40 per cent more drive than a
standard stud.
For 40 years Mitre balls have been used in the world
famous FA Cup and by the England team. Mitre is official
ball supplier to the 72 clubs of the Football League
and for the Carling Cup.
The company boasts an increasing number
of athlete endorsements, including
Middlesbrough's French defender
Franck Queudrue, who wears the
Verus boot (pictured),
goalkeeper Neil Sullivan of
Leeds United and is in the
process of signing more
big name stars across
football, rugby
and cricket.
Mitre: 0208
9702866.
www.mitre.com

Rucanor Teamwear
Rucanor Sports has launched a new collection
of teamsports apparel and equipment
especially designed for the football and
volleyball markets.
The new football range consists of
three main collections. The entry
price point ‘Competition’ range
consists of both long and short
sleeve indoor and outdoor shirts
and a selection of shorts,
tracksuits, windbreakers, coaching
jackets and football socks.
The ‘Performance’ and
‘Excellent’ collection include a full
selection of kit that incorporates
cooldry technology, which transfers
body moisture into evaporation.
As an introductory offer to all
Sports Insight readers, Rucanor Sports
is offering its ‘Christopher’
Competition tracksuit, which is 100
per cent PE Peach Microfibre and has
a full single jersey lining, at a special
net price of £14 for juniors and £15
for adults. The Christopher tracksuit is
available in four colour combinations.
Offer ends February 2006. Please
quote Sports Insight when ordering.
Hotline number: 0845 230 0147.
Hotline fax: 0845 230 0148. Email:
uk@rucanor.com
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Penguin Sports Wash
Keep your kit in premier condition with Penguin Sport
Wash - a unique biodegradable detergent that
contains no bleach, phosphate, brightener or
scent yet can remove mud, grass stains, odour
and even blood.
Unlike ordinary washing liquids and
powders, which leave a residue to build up and
hinder technical aspects of the
garments, Sport Wash rinses
completely, restores wicking properties
and maintains breathability of
membranes. And if your kit has
factory-applied waterproofing, Penguin
Sport Wash will restore it. All
that, and there’ll be no
fading either.
With an SRP of £16.99,
Penguin Sport Wash will
wash around 18 loads that’s less than £1 a wash
to keep performance
clothing performing at
its optimum.
Call 01923 242233
or visit
www.1000mile.co.uk
for more information.

www.sportindustry.biz

Allsport Medical
Football First Aid Kit
Allsport Medical, a leading UK supplier of
sports injury treatment and prevention
products, has launched a new Football First Aid
Kit - a lightweight, compact and portable kit
that complies with the English FA
recommendations for touchline treatment bags.
With the World Cup fast approaching and the successful London Olympic
bid, there has never been a greater level of interest in sport, particularly among
younger people, for whom appropriate first aid treatment kits are essential.
The Allsport Medical Football First Aid Kit includes all the items recommended
by the FA, plus a range of additional products that provide a comprehensive first
aid solution for all field sports participants, both adult and children. The kit has
also been endorsed by the Welsh Hockey Union and 17 of the UK County
Football Associations.
For more information contact Allsport Medical on 020 8203 1441
or email sales@allsportmedical.co.uk

Reusch football range
This year sees Reusch introduce a much-requested new product into its range and revamp an old favourite.
The Entrario Ortho-Tec is the latest addition to the Ortho-Tec finger protection family of gloves. An entry-price children’s
Ortho-Tec glove is available at £24.99 and comes in children's sizes four-eight. The glove offers valuable protection to young
fingers and thumbs.
The Meister Pro shinguard has been a successful seller in the Reusch range for many years. For 2006 the outer shell has been
updated and is available in three colour options at £9.99. Promotional offers are available on both styles.
For more information call BF Sports on tel/fax 0161 439 4383. Email bob@reuschuk.com
or visit www.reusch.com

KELME FOOTBALL BOOTS
For the 2006/07 season Spanish brand KELME is set to expand it’s already successful professional
boot collection to include quality football boots at entry-level prices.
CHAMPION, priced at £49.99, is made from Soft quilted Nappa leather and will be
available in both soft and hard ground sole plates. As a promotion orders received before the
end of February will receive a FREE KELME sports holdall worth £19.99 with every pair of
CHAMPION boots ordered.
At £39.99 LIGA is available in soft full grain leather and offers very good value for money.
KELME will also introduce the VICTOR at £29.99. Available in soft, hard ground and astro
turf options this boot is aimed at the young adult market, which is an area KELME plans
to target for next season. Again the KELME sports holdall promotion will be available
with this boot.
The VICTOR will also be available in junior sizes, priced at £24.99. As an amazing
promotion all orders received by end of February, will come with a FREE small holdall and
football to keep the kids happy!
For further information call: 01823 325332 or 0771 332 4788
Email: sales@kelme.co.uk or visit www.kelme.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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In the long run
There’s no shortage of running enthusiasts out there,
with an estimated 27 per cent of the total sports
shoe market dedicated to sales of running shoes
Words by: Catherine Eade

This is the time of year when many
a couch potato pledges to begin a
new fitness regime. Some even go on
to great things like long distance
running - a pastime increasingly
popular amongst young and old,
male and female alike.
The UK running market in 2004
was worth just over £422 million,
with a staggering growth of 22 per
cent year on year (NPD Sports
Marketing). As Sports Insight has
previously documented, endurance
events such as the Great North Run
are increasingly popular and the
number of entrants to events such as
these continues to grow apace.
The proliferation of charity runs,

government initiatives and
widespread acceptance of the fact that
today people need to increase the
amount of exercise they take, are all
good news for retailers who specialise
in running kit.
As Asics marketing manger
Andrew Freeman points out, running
is still on the increase for a number of
reasons. “It can be done alone or with
friends, you need relatively little
equipment, it can be done anywhere at
any time and by anyone young or old
and is a great way of keeping fit and
healthy,” he points out.
“More people are experiencing the
benefits of running, telling their
friends and even forming small

“Runners and non-runners are more aware these days that they
need the correct shoe for their own personal running style”
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running clubs. We are definitely
seeing a rise in the number of casual
and treadmill runners.”

Running kit choice
The amount of equipment on offer
for runners is not inconsiderable.
While some are happy to run in
baggy, paint-spattered jogging
bottoms, others are keen to purchase
all the latest kit, complete with
technological accessories like heart
rate monitors and GPS systems.
And runners are spoilt for choice
these days, with more brands
launching specialised running kit
for men and women.
Asics’ Freeman again: “We are
seeing a huge increase in sales of
ladies’ running shoes to be used in
gyms and running on roads and in
organised events. We are also
noticing an increase in the number
of performance shoes sold as against

entry-level models. People are
demanding quality technical product
more often than ever before, and we
believe this is due to the level of
education that many brands are trying to
get across to the retailers and
consumers.”
Freeman says there is a definite
rise in the number of women buying
specialist running shoes. “Without a
doubt, more women are buying
technical performance running shoes,”
he says. “At Asics we are now
providing women’s shoes that are
engineered with specific midsole
technology that caters for the running
style and biomechanics of the female
runner. We are also advertising more
in women’s fashion magazines.”
RUN Shop manager Tom Naylor
backs up the trend for a demand for
specialist kit.
“Both men and women are very
conscientious about what they wear
when they run, and so sales are not
distinctly higher for women than men as
you might expect. But only for the time
being,” he says.
“I think around the country
women's running gear has at least the
potential to be a much bigger market
than the men's is at present. More and
more women are starting to run, and not
just in the gyms - the Race for Life and
the 5km challenges are encouraging so
many new people to the sport.
“Plus the establishment of some
seriously good clothing companies to
the UK market means the supply is
finally going to be able to meet the
demand. We are certainly hoping that
the women's market continues to grow
at the rate that it is.”

Run technology
A company that is returning to the
technical running market is Hi-Tec,
which is launching a high performance
shoe using its original running shoe, the
Silver Shadow, as a
model. 4:SYS is a

cushioning system that focuses on the
four phases of the gait cycle - rear
foot, mid foot, forefoot and toe off.
Using eight shock-absorbing grades of
EVA material, 4:SYS takes a holistic
approach to the gait cycle by
optimising cushioning, support and
energy return.
Key running brands such as New
Balance, Mizuno, and Saucony have
invested large amounts in creating
lasts for a variety of different shapes
and widths of feet so each runner can
purchase what is best for them.
“Runners and non-runners are
more aware these days that they
need the correct shoe for their own
personal running style,” says
Andrew Freeman. “Therefore, the
better the level of technical
knowledge the retailer has, the more
likely they are to see repeat and
word-of-mouth business. Asics has a
team of technical representatives
available to all retailers for staff
training and in-store gait assessment
days to help increase the technical
profile of stores.”
The new technology can be quite
baffling to an outsider, so what does
Freeman believe has made the biggest
impact on running shoe technology?
“There are a number of differing
opinions depending who you speak
to,” he says. “Podiatrists may say that
Space Trusstic midsole technology is
the biggest breakthrough as it has
significant abilities to reduce
occurrence of injury. Some runners
may point to the midsole materials
such as Solyte and SpEVA that have
dramatically improved responsiveness
and have reduced the weight of our
shoes compared with standard EVA
midsoles.
“At Asics we believe that it is a
combination of all these developments
that we incorporate into our IGS or
Impact Guidance System concept
that has the benefit of providing
a natural heel-to-toe
transition for any
runner, no matter
what their

IMPOSSIBLE IS NOTHING
How many runners know about the spark that
ignited the women’s running revolution?

Kathrine Switzer, the first woman to officially
enter and run the formerly all-male Boston
Marathon, created uproar in 1967 when she ran
alongside the men. When race officials realised
that she was going to run the marathon, one of
them tried to forcibly remove her from the race
but was heaved out of the way by her then
boyfriend and fellow runner (a champion
wrestler as it turned out). The event was
captured on film and made headlines around the
world. The ‘Boston Incident’, as it was called,
became notorious worldwide and other women
began to run the event, which until then had
been pronounced “physically impossible” for a
woman. In 1972 the Boston Marathon began to
accept women runners.
Kathrine Switzer dedicated her life to creating
opportunities and equal sports status for women,
and has run 35 marathons since that fateful day
in 1967. She also created the Avon International
Running Circuit, a global series of women's
running events in 25 countries involving over
one million women, and contributed to the
inclusion of the women's marathon in the
Olympic Games.
Adidas used the incident in an advertising
campaign in 2004 with the now famous photo
of her being grabbed by the official and the
strapline ‘Impossible is nothing’.

own personal biomechanics. This
concept is used in many of the
performance Asics shoes for many
different sports.”

Future positive
The next couple of months should be
good news for running retailers. Long
distance runners will be stepping up their
training for forthcoming marathons and
other events. And, just like last year and
the year before that, more and more
people around the UK, feeling
guilty after their
Christmas
blowout, will
resolve to
begin a new
running
regime… si

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Running
Saucony Grid Triumph 3
New from Saucony in January is the Grid Triumph 3. The latest
incarnation of the Triumph maintains the £80 price point of the
previous versions, but offers increased cushioning with the
combination of SRC and Impact EVA technologies in
the forefoot.
The update also improves the upper by using a new
lightweight mesh for reduced weight and breathability.
Invisible HF welding over the surface of the upper
and medial Archlock technology improves
stability and offers a snug, comfortable fit.
For more information contact
Saucony UK on 023 9282 3664 or
visit www.saucony.co.uk

EAS Endurathonndurathon
This ground breaking multi-stage
carbohydrate blend combines whey protein
with Maltodextrin, Trehalose, Ribose,
Fructose, Glucose, Sucrose and Branched
Chain Amino Acids (BCAAs).
The BCAAs can be used as fuel to stop the
breakdown of amino acids (lean muscle tissue)
stored in the body. The Ribose helps athletic
endurance and the regeneration of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the immediate fuel used by muscles
to perform athletic activity.
Endurathon provides rapid rehydration and includes
antioxidant Vitamins C and E to neutralise muscle-damaging
free radicals. Its protein/carbohydrate blend helps restore the
balance of glycogen and hydration to the muscles.
The product retails for £26.99 for 25 servings in a lemon/lime
powder that mixes to a drink.
For EAS sales enquiries call 0870 350 3270
or email sv@eas-uk.info
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Ladies Double Layer anti blister sock from HILLY
Sales of HILLY Clothing's Twin Skin Moisture Management (double layer) socks continue to
soar, and the company has recently added two new colours to the range - black and a pale blue
for ladies.
The key features are a flat seamless toe construction to help prevent blisters. The inner
sock is made from Meryl Skinlife and has permanent antimicrobial and wicking qualities.
Other key features include an arch grip section, a 'Y' heel and Lycra in the outer sock for
additional comfort.
The black socks are ideal for off-road running and the pale blue socks have received a terrific
response, especially as the colour is a very popular shade.
For stockist details, or further information, call HILLY
on 0161 366 8207.

Wave Inspire 2
The Wave Inspire 2 was introduced in 2005 and is now becoming established as a major player in the
Mizuno collection.
It’s a SmoothRide engineered
shoe that uses a responsive AP midsole and a VS-1 insert in the heel to offer excellent
cushioning, while a double fan-shaped wave of Pebax and
Graphite enhance
cushioning and support the mild to moderate overpronator.
The Wave Inspire 2 is for the runner looking for mild to
moderate support and a responsive cushioned ride.
Mizuno: 0800 328 0180.
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Divan: Physiotherapist and runner.

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU ?
Amateur or professional, fitness or elite runner, we all have
different motivations. To switch off after a hectic day or to
drop a jean size is as important to someone as completing
their first marathon. New Balance, supporting real people
and their pure motivations since 1906.

TEAMWEAR AND PRINTING

Customisation is king
Personalised teamwear can provide you with a lucrative and
reliable way to retain customers and boost your bottom line
Words by: Steve Newman
The need to capture customers is
only exceeded by the need to retain
them. There are, of course, several
strategies that you can employ to
achieve this aim, but with out doubt
spotting the proverbial ‘gap in the
market’ then acting upon it to build
up your business has to be right up
there with the big contenders.
Teamwear is booming across the
country. There’s also embroidery of
university, college, professional and
local emblems on all types of clothing
to consider. Then there’s what is
known as mixed media - combining
embroidery and screen printing for a
multi-layered colourful effect.

Sportsworld
I recently visited Andrew Hodgson
who runs Sportsworld in the small
Northumberland town of Alnwick.
From the outside the business looks
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just like any other sports retail outlet
you will see up and down the country,
but this is one with customers all over
the UK and into America, Norway,
Germany and beyond.
In fact, Sportsworld claims to be
the largest supplier of Canterbury
rugby team kit in Europe. Customers
can also organise their tour travel
through the shop. Sportsworld works
in partnership with Sports Executive
Travel, which specialises in ‘tour
festivals’ and club tours all over the
world. However, Sportsworld has
some excellent business strategies
pertaining to its sports and activities
that can be adopted and adapted by
other retailers.

Teamwear can provide all sports
retailers with one of the most lucrative
and reliable ways to retain customers
and build up their turnover and profit
margin. And like all businesses, it is
purely and simply a matter of giving
the customer what they want.
Club and team kit is
Sportsworlds’ speciality, along with
specialist embroidery and screen
printing of club crests and company
logos on shirts, shorts, jumpers, ties,
caps, jackets, tracksuits and bags. The
shop also keeps stock for the same
service for cricket, football, tennis,
running, hockey, bowls and
swimming. The business has
increased to such an extent that it now
provides other sports shops across the
country with the service.
The days when teamwear simply
meant a team strip are now long gone.
Today retailers should be pushing
tracksuits, wet weather gear and bags

“The best way to market your embroidery
and printing service is by producing samples
of the finished product”

as well as training and off-field gear.
The point is that customising these
products for a team or club with
embroidery and/or printing can make
you extra money. If you can set up
embroidery and in-house screen
printing facilities, you can offer the
complete service for a club’s playing
kit, leisure and corporate wear and
reap the associated profits accordingly.
A plain green polo shirt is not that
special, but with the addition of a pub
darts team’s logo it instantly becomes
more desirable, not just in the eyes of
the players, but supporters and other
regulars as well. How many of you,
though, have the hunger to go around
the local towns and surrounding areas
and source these potential customers cold calling one day, or offering to run
a club shop for them?

Marketing
The best way to market your
embroidery and printing service is by
producing samples of the finished
product. This way potential customers
can see their name embroidered on a
garment - and nine times out of 10
they’re hooked. Sports retailers
dealing in embroidery have a great
advantage because they can create or
order their own free samples for a club
or team. Embroidery is easy to sell
once the word gets out, and it results
in the best publicity of all - word-ofmouth referrals.
Andrew Hodgson not only takes
this approach, but has also set up club
shops for teams on the internet to
improve both their own and his sales.
But why stop there? How about
offering a self-adhesive vinyl graphics
printing service for team/club
transport or advertising hoardings
around the pitch or ground or on spare
wheel covers?
The main threat to retailers in this
business comes from the big
companies, which have a huge
marketing budget and an active
salesforce that can contact clubs and
societies direct.
What they don’t have is the oneto-one contact that independent
retailers can give customers and the
personal touches that all clients in any
business prefer. If you can get this
regular business then it stands to
reason that teamwear is a 48-weeks-ayear trade, and the people who
appreciate the service you give
will buy other accessories from you,
be they walking boots or a
badminton racquet.

“One of our biggest sources of
growth are students,” says Andrew
Hodgson, holding up an Edinburgh
University rugby shirt with three
examples of embroidery upon it.
“They don’t want to buy a shirt for
£25, but will buy one for £15. We can
sell loads of shirts to this market.
Okay, we’re not making as much
mark-up, but I’d rather sell 200 at £15
than 20 at £25.”
The shirt also has one other
feature - beside the name is the
player’s number, something that is
becoming increasingly fashionable
and an extra to suggest to customers. I
also notice that amongst the rolls of
coloured vinyls stored for printing are
sparkling, sequined effects, surely not
for sports teams, I ask? “These are for
hen nights and Christmas parties,”
says Hodgson. “People buy the t-shirts
from us and we print up their required
designs for them.”

Printing
Setting up a printing side to your
business is easily done. Heat presses
take up very little room and, without
any previous skills, you can soon start
to print t-shirts, sweatshirts, polo
shirts, mouse mats, awards, plaques
and badges.
Firms such as Creative Printers
will offer you free training in the use
of its machines, if required. There are
no extra costs for this, or for ongoing
support and advice. You can set up a
limited service for around £1,500 with
complete packages of machines and
training from some companies, but it’s
a good idea to tailor any purchase to
your own business and think about the
future and where you see yourself
going and the services you are going
to offer. Plus, the more you spend the
more services you can offer your
customers.

Embroidery
When it comes to embroidery, you
have two options. Either ally yourself
to an existing embroidery firm and
work its costs into your price - which
is not a problem as you’re going to get
so much more business anyway - or

Andrew Hodgson’s
Sportsworld has built a
successful business out
of teamwear, printing
and embroidery

invest in some form of
embroidery operation in your
premises.
Where the problem does come is
that embroidery machines with
computerised software are not cheap
to set up. You are going to have to
work out how many sewing machines
you’re likely to need. And this is
where modular systems come in
handy as you can add to them as your
business grows.
In a short article like this we can’t
cover all the aspects you need to
consider, so we’ve included some
websites below to help you. Andrew
Hodgson and Sportsworld in Alnwick
have made a tremendously successful
business out of teamwear, printing and
embroidery that continues to expand
in leaps and bounds. Have a look at
the company’s website, it may give
si
you some ideas.

FIND OUT MORE
■ www.directembroidery.co.uk
■ www.ajs-

embroidery.co.uk/profile.cfm
■ www.sportsworldonline.co.uk
■ www.screenprintingmachines.co.uk
■ www.sportsworldrugby.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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It t ak es a Pr emier supplier
t o pr o vide kit f or a
Pr emier ship club

Now YOU and
YOUR CUSTOMERS
can enjoy exactly
the same quality
and service
JAKO’s superior quality, backed by an
unbeatable record on service and delivery, has
stood the test of the professionals including
Premiership club Portsmouth & Coca Cola
League One side Barnsley.
A growing number of local clubs playing at
‘park’ level have also purchased JAKO kit.
They too have been quick to recognise the
quality and value from this superior brand.
Professional clubs play and train in the same
high quality garments that YOU can sell to
YOUR customers.
All items ordered from our extensive catalogue
are delivered within 3-5 days, meaning that
you nor your customer has to wait an
unreasonable amount of time.
If you are not already selling JAKO give us a
call.
If you already have an account but would like
to learn about how to sell more JAKO
merchandise
...then give us a ring on 01580 89 33 00.

Official Kit Supplier of;
Portsmouth FC (Premiership), Barnsley FC (Coca Cola League One)
Gravesend & Northfleet FC (Nationwide Conference) ...and thousands
of ‘park’ teams throughout Europe.

The Matchwinner ......

Matchwinner 2006 catalogue will be launched in March.Two new dynamic designs are
to be featured in four colourways, taking the total number of kit designs to ten. A
special "Victory" kit will be launched and available for one season only
commemorating our heroes in Germany. All new Leisurewear / Tracksuits /
Rainjackets / Training Kits & Equipment to be included. Matchwinner trophy collection
will have a dramatic boost this year, with the opening of dedicated trophy shop adjacent
the Bolton outlet. Basketball, Rounders, Netball team kits & equipment available as
general listings on the website www.matchwinner.co.uk in March.
Trade enquires FAO
Laurence Turnbull
info@matchwinner.co.uk
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Fighting chance
The interest in combat sports continues to grow
apace, with an increasingly large audience tuning
in to the adrenaline-fuelled pastime
Words by: Catherine Eade

Finger bending, strangling, kicking
and punching are all considered fair
play and only eye gouging and biting
are considered off limits. No, this is
not croquet but the ancient combative
sport of pankration that was popular
in the ancient Olympics - and which
is still alive and kicking today.
Now known as mixed martial arts
(MMA) or no-holds-barred fighting,
the sport enables modern-day
gladiators to pummel each other
mercilessly, with contests such as
‘Rage in the Cage’ pulling in thousands
of viewers in the States where it is a
relatively recent phenomenon.
These days death by strangulation is
thankfully not a common occurrence as
it was in 648 BC, and no-holds-barred
fighting has changed from a novelty
spectacle to a worldwide sport (attracting
widespread condemnation from the
media and politicians alongside threats
of police raids and bans).

Long history
After half a century of films starring
Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan, the
martial arts are inextricably bound in
Western minds to East Asian cultures.
But people around the world have
always had to develop ways to defend
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themselves from attack, and martial
arts probably existed in every culture
and at all classes and levels of society,
from family units to communities.
With the advent of The Gracies, a
large extended family from Brazil who
proved that real fights were rarely won
by leaping kicks or intricate hand
movements, the martial arts world was
turned on its head. Mixed martial arts,
best described as an eclectic mixture of
all the martial arts, is a general term
used to describe the convergence of
striking, grappling and submission
techniques into one form, whereby
fighters can submit their opponents.

UK favourites
In the UK the most popular combat
sports are still wrestling and boxing, but
a growing number of martial arts
continue to gain popularity, including
kung fu, karate, judo, kickboxing, jiu
jitsu and capoeira.
Interestingly, computer games are
often blamed for the collapse of sport
among today’s youth, but in the case of
martial arts the opposite may well be
true. Computer games are often the first
experience of martial arts and can lead
to youngsters developing an interest in
the discipline.

Combat sports enthusiasts flock to
the annual Seni show, which opened its
doors in 1999 and now attracts over
20,000 visitors. Sports Insight caught up
with Seni Show organiser Paul Alderson
and asked a few key questions about the
combat sector.

Sports Insight: Why and
when was Seni started and
how has it changed since
the first show?
Paul Alderson:
Seni means fighting spirit and is the expo
and festival dedicated to combative sports
and arts. We created the show to bring
the trade together and it is now in its
eighth successful year.
It was created because much of the
industry was mail order-based, offering
little face-to-face contact or networking
opportunities. The show has grown into
the biggest event of its type and category
worldwide, offering the ultimate retail
experience together with a cutting-edge
festival and interactive forum.
It has grown from 3,800
square metres in 1999 to 14,000 in
2006 and embraces all combat sports
whatever their background, tai chi to
ultimate fighting, boxing through to
arm wrestling.

What areas of combat sport
are growing in popularity
and why?
On the classical side, many Chinese arts
have grown quickly across the last few
years, reflecting the popularity of martial
arts cinema. On the sports side, ground
fighting disciplines such as Brazilian jiu
jitsu are flourishing and Muay Thai
Boxing is popular and has seen good TV
exposure. On the reality-based side, there
has been a surge in South East Asian arts
such as kali, escrima and silat.

Is there one governing body
for combat sports?
Combat sports is so wide ranging there
isn’t one body that covers all. Professional
sports such as boxing and kickboxing
have a number of governing or world
bodies, because it is driven by money.
Grass root arts such as karate, judo,
kendo, etc all have single governing
bodies supported by Sport England. In the
main, these bodies are non-profit making
so aren’t able to establish marketing

campaigns, etc. However, many of the
arts I have mentioned have thousands of
practitioners, which is why it is now a
commercially viable industry from
instructing through to retailing.

Any predictions for future
trends in combat sports?

It’s hard to assess which art is the largest
because there are so many systems and
forms. However, I believe the three
biggest arts at this point are karate, kung
fu and taekwondo.

I think the MMA system is an
interesting one to watch. The Americans
and Japanese are running some fantastic
promotions at the moment, and if that
continues I can see the exposure getting
stronger in the UK and therefore martial
arts schools continuing to fill up.
With at least five disciplines in the
Olympic Games, combat sports will be
at its highest building towards and at
the 2012 Olympics.

How does the UK compare
to other countries in terms
of combat sports fans
and participants?

How many visitors come to
Seni and what sort of
things are they most
interested in?

Participant levels in the UK are as high as
anywhere in the world per ratio to country
size. Combat sports fans are developing,
while boxing is still the largest followed
sport for fans, mainly because of its ease
to watch and understand. MMA has
succeeded in attracting a fan base and of
course pro wrestling is also very popular.

22,000 people visited the Seni05 show
and we are hoping for up to a 30 per cent
increase in our audience for this year’s
event. We have five zones at the show,
which are aimed at different sectors
within the combat sports industry.
Classical Warrior for traditionalbased martial arts and FightSport for
ring-based sports, such as boxing,
wrestling, kickboxing, Thai boxing and
mixed martial arts. We also have
Survival for self-defence and realitybased combat (security, body guarding,
etc) and PowerSport, which is a
dedicated area for
fitness, power, strength
sports, etc. These are the
four relevant
purchasing zones.

Which are the most popular
martial arts?

PACKING A PUNCH
Boxing contributes the major share of retail sales within the overall combat sports
category in the UK, according to Ade Adelano, director of FCSI Ltd, the exclusive
licensee for Everlast Boxing equipment in the UK and Ireland.
“Everlast's market share is growing rapidly as the brand gains distribution
within leading sports outlets in the UK and Ireland,” says Adelano. “Since 1910,
Everlast has been the pre-eminent brand in the world of boxing and is one of
the dominant brands in the overall sporting goods and apparel industries.”
The brand has been used in training and professional fights by names
such as Muhammad Ali, Joe Frazier, Mike Tyson, Sugar Ray Leonard, George
Foreman, Evander Holyfield and many more.
“The popularity of boxing continues to grow at a significant rate, particularly as
sports and fitness enthusiasts are now adding boxing elements in to their overall
fitness regimes,” says Adelano.
“Boxercise classes are on the rise in fitness clubs throughout the UK, with a
large number of female participants. Boxing has also risen in popularity, given
extensive media coverage including Sky Sports, ITV1 and even blockbuster cinema
films oriented around the sport such as the recent 'Million Dollar Baby' and
'Cinderella Man’.
“Boxing products are no longer the sole preserve of the specialist retailer,
although certain specialist products will only appeal to the more specialist retailer
who attracts the specialist consumer.
“Boxing products can be sold by more generic sports stores that have
consumers who are interested in keeping fit and adding elements of boxing to their
everyday training regimes. In order to maximise sales of boxing equipment, it is
necessary to purchase items that have a mainstream fitness appeal such as leather
skipping ropes, boxing mitts, hook and jab pads, inflatable punching bags, etc.

How do you see
Seni evolving?
Seni is fast becoming a lifestyle
event offering fight fans,
participants and film and gaming
enthusiasts a cutting-edge expo
that entertains and educates whilst
showcasing
ideas,
innovations
and
services
across a
rapidly
growing sports
sector. si

“These items, although originating from the sport, have a broader fitness
appeal and will provide a fantastic cardiovascular workout.”
Everlast is launching a range of new products to cater for this trend, which
includes ladies boxing mitts and a desktop punch bag (pictured).

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Combat Sports
Everlast range
The Everlast range is comprehensive and is segmented to appeal
to both the specialist athlete and the general fitness enthusiast.
Some of the key items for the general fitness enthusiast are
as follows:
• Desktop speed bag - professional-style speed bag.
Fun for all ages. Great for home or office use.
Installs in seconds and great for relieving stress.
• Inflatable punching bag - improves coordination
and flexibility. Burns calories and relieves stress.
Ideal for kickboxing workouts without shoes.
• Ladies boxing mitts - a leather bag mitt with shock
absorbing pre-curved foam, padded palm grip and elastic wrist.
• Hook and jab pads - excellent punch pad, used
as a moving target for aerobic activity or to
develop uppercuts.
Tel: 0845 370 6776. Fax: 0845 370 6886.
Email: sales@blbuk.com

Allsport Multi Purpose Sports First Aid Kit
Allsport Medical, a leading UK supplier of sports injury treatment and
prevention products, has launched a new Multi Purpose Sports First Aid
Kit - a portable kit designed to be shared by a greater number of sports
participants where injuries are more likely to occur.
Combat and contact sports often require the treatment of blood
injuries where sterile first aid products, which are individually wrapped
or packed, are necessary to prevent cross infection. This is especially
important for clubs or organisations with larger numbers of participants
and during competitive matches with many sportsmen.
The Allsport Medical Multi Purpose Sports First Aid Kit includes a
comprehensive range of first aid items
for treating common combat sports
injuries. Each item is individually
wrapped to prevent cross-infection
and the kit is supplied in a water
resistant carry bag.
For more information contact Allsport
Medical on 020 8203 1441 or email
sales@allsportmedical.co.uk

Seni06 May 6-7, 2006, NEC Birmingham
Seni is Europe's trade exhibition and live event dedicated to combat
sports. Now in its eighth successful year, it’s the largest event of its
type worldwide, presenting a show floor packed with the most
innovative suppliers, manufacturers and distributors from martial arts,
boxing and other fighting arts.
It is the perfect market place for the sports retailer to explore the
possibilities within this industry, whilst watching some of the most
spectacular entertainment across the show’s five themed zones.
Tickets are priced £7.50 and are available from the NEC box office on
0870 730 0063. Alternatively, visit www.senishow.com
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cimac.net

the ultimate martial arts products since 1975
CIMAC MARTIAL ARTS WEAR LIMITED
35 Lichfield Road, Aston Cross, Birmingham B6 5RW
Tel: 0121 327 8880 (24 Hour Answerphone) Fax: 0121 327 8881
E-mail: sales@cimac.net www.cimac.net
Open Mon–Fri: 9.30–5.30 (Office & Showroom)
Saturday: 9.30–12.30 (Showroom Only)

CIMAC

T-SPORT PRODUCTS

WHOLESALE PRICE LIST
Available for Club Instructors and Associations. Ring for details.

REGISTERED TRADE MARKS OF CIMAC LIMITED

Photo: Bob Willingham
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Everlast
by name & nature
The name Everlast is synonymous with
boxing, renown inter-nationally as a
manufacturer of boxing equipment.
Everlast was founded by Jacob Golomb, in 1925 Golomb
designed elastic waist trunks to replace the leather belted trunks
then worn by boxers. These trunks, now known as “boxer trunks”,
immediately became famous. Everlast Worldwide Inc. licenses,
manufactures, markets sports equipment, apparel and accessories
under the Everlast brand name. Since 1910, Everlast has been the
prominent brand in the world of boxing and is among the most
dominant brands in the overall sporting good and apparel
industries. For the past 93 years, Everlast products hve become the
“Choice of Champions”, having been used for training and
professional fights by many of the biggest names in sport. Here is
just a small sample of our products....

Hook and Jab Pads
The ultimate shock absorbing
coaching tool suitable for
personal training of all attack
and defence techniques in
boxing.
HJP3400 one size £20

Leather Boxing Bag
100% genuine leather boxing bag with ultimate
shock absorption system to withstand maximum
force without losing the resiliency of the filler.
Delivered with six way chrome chains with
swivel mount system. 130cm - 40cm - 38kg
BBL4120F £180

PVC Training Glove
“Rodney”

Powertower
Inflatable Punching Bag
Improves coordination and flexibility, burning
calories and venting stress. Ideal for kick
boxing workout without shoes. Stand approx
160cm tall. Comes with an easy-to-use foot
pump.
EV2628YE £20

Jumping Rope "Kangoo"
100% genuine leather
jump rope with precision
ball bearing for speed.
Comes with
contoured &
polished wooden
handles.
JRL6000
2.44m £11
JRL6001 2.90m £12

Leather pro bag Gloves
“Boston Ladies”
100% genuine leather bag gloves with
thick shock absorbing pre-curved foam,
padded palm grip. harlem with elastic
wrist and Boston with Velcro
closure. These gloves are
developed for extremely
hard heavy bag training.
Available in Pink or Blue.
“Boston” (with Velcro
closure) XS-M
BML1802p (Pink) or
1802b (Blue) £25

Boxing Glove “Fighter”
This comfortable training glove, with
extra shock absorbing durable foam
& comfortable Velcro wrist strap, is
available in leather. The best seller
will help protect your hands from
injury during sparring and heavy bag
use. (Leather)
GBL1108 8oz
GBL1110 10oz
GBL1112 12oz
GBL1114 14oz
GBL1116 16oz

This glove is designed for the non
professional warrior who is seeking an
amateur glove without sacrificing any of the
features or design specs of our top of the line
series. Velcro closure and thumb lock. Dense
foam for shock absorbency. “Rodney” (PU)
GBP2206 6oz
GBP2208 8oz
GBP2210 10oz
GBP2212 12oz
GBP2214 14oz
GBL2216 16oz

£50

£30

BLB Limited
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6 Great Eastern Road, Brentwood, Essex
Tel: 0845 370 6776 Fax: 0845 370 6886
Email: sales@blbuk.com

IN SEASON SWIMMING

Passion for swimming
Born in Australia in 1992, Zoggs is now a one-stop swim shop brand
Zoggs is an Australian brand
focused on swimmers of all levels
and ages. Born in 1992 in Sydney, it
was the first brand to offer UV
protection and split yoke straps on
all goggles regardless of price.
Zoggs has recently strengthened its
UK team to meet the growing demand
for its products. The sales support team
has been increased and refocused to
capitalise on the growth the brand has
enjoyed over the last 10 years. Four
field managers, four merchandisers and
three agents form the framework of the
Zoggs UK sales force.
While Zoggs has traditionally been
known as an innovative goggle and
swim equipment brand, the past few
seasons has seen swimwear
significantly add to the overall offer.
The objective of becoming a ‘one-stop
swim shop brand’ has been achieved
with an unrivalled range of products
across all swimming categories.

New products
Innovation is very much a byword at
Zoggs. The company’s aim is to
become the international brand of
choice for those who swim for
recreation or fitness through
innovative and functional products.
The revolutionary new Predator
Wiro-frame™ goggle is a versatile
one-piece goggle incorporating ultrasoft silicone gaskets and a new Biotech™ frame. They also come with

CLT™ and Fogbuster™ impregnated
Anti-fog lenses with UV400
maximum sun protection.
New for 2006, the Odyssey is the
latest edition to the company’s already
famous portfolio of goggles. Odyssey
represents the latest in computer
profiled technology - its larger fitting
frame is designed to allow maximum
wearer comfort and enhance
peripheral vision.
The Ratchet Quick-fit strap fit
system offers the latest in advanced
dual action design. The frame features
modern styling that is accentuated
through a high gloss pearlescent finish
for visual appeal. Ideal for
performance swimming and
triathletes, this is a truly radical goggle
and is available from April.
Also available from April is the
Lap-Pro™, the first-ever swimmer’s
watch. Designed by swimmers for
swimmers, Lap-Pro™ has been
engineered to record swimming
sessions in the water. Featuring a design
registered ‘Tap-pad’ watch face, LapPro™ allows the swimmer to record
each lap swum over a designated
training session, after which a full
summary of laps swum, laps split, time
and average speed are provided.

Marketing
Swimming is an all-year-round
activity, and with an estimated seven
million people swimming at least once
a week maintaining a strong swim
product offer year round is essential.
Key is maintaining a strong visual
presence and well merchandised product
offer that comprises all the key lines that
fitness and recreational swimmers are
looking for. Goggles, caps, basic
training aids and personal care products
are all frequently demanded.
Zoggs offers a ‘one-stop swim
shop’ to support this demand and a
dedicated field sales team is available
to assist with product training and
merchandising support.
The company also offers a full
point of purchase/POS/promotional
programme to support retail partners

“Zoggs has traditionally been known as an
innovative goggle and swim equipment brand”

comprising retail units, in-store
promotional and product displays. The
stunning Australian imagery shown
throughout range brochures is
utilised to produce eyecatching posters and
showcards, along with the
ever-popular ‘goggle
keyrings’ available for
consumer giveaways.
Eye catching retail bags
are also available for consumers
purchasing Zoggs products.
For more information on Zoggs
products and services call 01276
489089 or visit www.zoggs.com si

SWIM4FITNESS™
■ Swim4Fitness™ is a free-to-use fitness training programme
for recreational and fitness swimmers operated through
www.swim4fitness.com.
■ It is the only swimming programme written entirely in easyto-understand language and offered free of charge to the
consumer. It’s split into four levels, ensuring programmes are
available for all types of swimmers, from beginners to
triathletes.
■ Registered Swim4Fitness™ members gain access to levelspecific sessions, tips and techniques on swimming as well as
information on training aids and how to use them correctly.
■ Swim4Fitness™ registration cards are inserted into all adult
Zoggs products and are an ideal way to add value to your
swim offer. Promotional items such as keyrings, pens and hats
are freely available from Zoggs to support the promotion of
Swim4Fitness™ in-store.

For more information on
Swim4Fitness™ visit
www.swim4fitness.com
or call Kim Blondell on
01276 486512.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Swimming
Maru’s new-look equipment range
Innovative UK active swimwear brand, Maru, has upped its
offer to both retailers and consumers with the launch of a
newly branded equipment range.
The new line features user-friendly packaging for
Maru’s aquatic eyewear in a range of contemporary
colours, plus a free goggle pouch with all anti-fog
goggles. Maru offers three aquatic eyewear ranges Junior, a high-spec, high-value range; Sport, featuring
polycarbonate lenses, curved lens technology and antifog; and Pro, for competition, training, fitness and
triathlon swimming.
For retailers, Maru is offering a stylish, compact
stand free of charge, designed to hold up to 24
goggles, which can be both slat wall mounted or
free standing.
For more information contact Maru Swimwear
on 0115 985 1212 or email
sales@maruswimwear.co.uk

Maru launches new styles for ’06
Maru is launching new styles and colourways
across all its ranges for spring/summer 2006
that are guaranteed to prove popular
with consumers.
The brand’s pro EXS range, designed
for competition, training and fitness
swimming, features suits and shorts in
black with striking neon yellow piping and
logos. Maru’s sought-after Pacer range,
developed for its durable, chlorine-proof
finish and built in fabric memory, is
crammed with new styles, designs and
colours, including the Ozone Zone
Back in blue with overprinted star
design in metallic silver.
In addition, the Aqua Classic
range lives up to its reputation
as swimwear for real women
with the flatteringly shaped
Piped Low Leg Nova in new
colour Storm. Finally, there’s
Maru’s leisure range,
swimwear with a high
fashion edge for men,
women and kids, including
halter top bikinis, surfinspired shorts,
embroidery and funky,
retro patterns.
To find out more
contact Maru
Swimwear on 0115
985 1212
or email sales@
maruswimwear
.co.uk
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Swim4Fitness™
Swim4Fitness™ by Australian swim brand Zoggs is a free-to-use fitness
training programme for recreational swimmers. Members have access to
hundreds of programmes aimed at all levels of ability. There’s something for
those who want to use the pool to relax and unwind, as well as something
for the serious fitness swimmer.
Members can sign up free online at www.swim4fitness.com and laminated
Swim4Fitness™ cards are used successfully at pools around the country, adding
value for thousands of private gym and public leisure customers.
Swim4Fitness™ aims to make swimming more rewarding and
challenging, encouraging people back to the pool time and time again and
retaining them as valued members.
Gym-style workouts offer new fitness options, persuading more people
to use the pool. They provide new personal training options and can drive
more people towards one-to-one tuition in order to master the dynamics of
correct technique. Swim4Fitness™ will also stimulate product sales. Training
cards recommend the use of equipment to make sessions more interesting
and challenging.
In-pack registration cards will now be included in adult fitness and
performance products to further raise awareness of the Swim4Fitness™ concept.
To find out more visit www.swim4fitness.com or call 01276 486512.

www.sportindustry.biz

CPS Partnership
CPS Partnership Ltd is the
sole UK distributor
for a wide range
of sporting
equipment
manufacturers.
Tabata of
Japan produces the
superb quality range of VIEW
swimming goggles, many of
which can be fitted with
corrective lenses. Tabata
also manufactures the
TUSA brand of sport diving
equipment and the
ReefTourer range of masks,
snorkels and fins for the more casual diver and is acknowledged as one of
the world leaders in sport diving equipment.
Waterproof of Sweden makes drysuits, wetsuits and associated
accessories with a host of clever features and superb styling.
CPS also distributes two separate ranges of watertight protective cases
that are ideal for many sporting applications - the Amabilia HPRC range
made in Italy and the Seahorse range from the USA.
For further information visit www.cpspartnership.com
or call 01424 442663.

Revolutionary design combines fit, function and comfort
Patented Plexisol® lens for true 180-degree peripheral vision
Dive-quality silicone skirt for watertight fit • Easy-adjust buckles
Tough construction • Clear, tinted and photochromic lenses
Anti-fog coating • 100% UVA/UVB protection • Official product
of the Humanrace Triathlon Series as used by Ironman
athletes globally.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON STOCKING OUR PRODUCTS
CALL 01254 278873. WWW.AQUASPHEREUK.CO.UK

SEAL XP HYBRID GOGGLE

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Biting back
What to do when a major sports good chain opens just down the road from you
Words by: Tony James
It’s the scenario every independent
retailer fears and yet knows it’s
probably inevitable - a major sports
goods chain opens a store on your
patch.
No one needs reminding that it’s
tough in the sports goods business at
the moment, particularly for the
small independents, but that doesn’t
mean that the arrival of the big boys
in the next street should
automatically herald doom and
gloom.
Expert opinion is that there’s
absolutely no reason why you
shouldn’t bite back - by giving the
sort of highly personalised service
that a big beast simply can’t afford to
provide.

Play up your individuality
“Even the smallest companies can
find a place in the most competitive
market by playing up their
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individuality,” says Mark Hastings,
head of policy at the UK Institute of
Management.
“If you’re a small retailer you
can’t fight big rivals on their own
ground because you simply won’t
have the resources. But you can
often steal a march on them by
being more agile, creative and
committed. Being a small
independent can be a big benefit you can get closer to your customers
and give them what they really
want.”
It’s worth looking to the USA
for effective ways in which small
independents are fighting back
against firms many times their size
- as in the case of Mike Sharman
who, after running his family’s
sports goods shop in the Riverside
suburb of Chicago for 15 years,
suddenly found a national sports
goods chain was opening a branch
only 80 yards away.

As sales plunged by nearly 10 per
cent a month, Sharman brought in
retail consultant Bob Phibbs. “People
want to support the independents,”
he told Sharman. “You just need to
give them a better reason to shop at
your store.”
Under his guidance, Sharman
was soon making changes. He
retrained his staff (to greet regular
customers by name, among other
things) and gave them performance
related incentives. He sponsored
local youth sports teams and
improved his customer service.
Mike Sharman also had to make
some hard decisions to enable him to
compete with the big boys. On Bob
Phibbs’ advice he cut the percentage
of turnover spent on staff from 25 to
20 per cent, got rid of two part-time
staff, trimmed his advertising budget
by 20 per cent and cut heating and
lighting bills by installing energy
efficient equipment.

Other changes to improve his
specialist service included:
■ Exit surveys to assess which
seasonal goods sold best.
■ Keeping all prices within 10 per
cent of the competition’s and offering
after-care and free delivery.
■ Checking the prices of products on
competitors’ shelves.
■ Buying production over-runs direct
from the factory and aggressively
marking down prices.
■ Guaranteeing next-day delivery on
special orders or products out of stock.
■ Mounting special offers and
promotions to highlight good deals.
A year later, the changes are
having a positive effect - turnover is
up 10 per cent and pre-tax profit has
risen to 15 per cent. “We’ve learned to
get better at what we do,” Mike
Sharman says. “I admit that a lot of
the changes are things I should have
been doing anyway.”

Top tips
So if you are battling a big beast that
has moved into your area and is
snapping up your customers like
there’s no tomorrow, here are some
ways of exploiting the natural
advantages of being small and quick.

Make customers welcome
Make them feel that, however busy you
are, you’re pleased to see them. Create
a relaxed, friendly atmosphere. Don
Ryan, who runs an independent sports
store in Liverpool, says that the
installation of a coffee machine
coincided with a 10 per cent rise in
sales last year.

Look the part

money. This could give the impression
that you think your product is too
expensive.”
Cultivate what the experts call
‘active listening’, making it obvious
you are taking in every word - it’s vital
that the customer knows he’s got your
100 per cent attention.

Don’t rush things
Make the customer feel that selling
him the right product is all that
matters, however long it takes - that’s
what personal service is all about.

Perfect your selling
technique
Keep the decision process simple for
the customer and don’t provide too
many details at an early stage.
Divide the selling process into a
series of small painless decisions and
move from one to another. Listen to
the customer’s point of view.
Remember that customers are more
likely to buy something when
someone they admire - a sportsman
or woman - is known to endorse and
use it. Emphasise value and
minimise cost.

Know your stuff
Keep abreast of all developments in
the sports goods business and make
sure your customers know about it.
When Don Ryan opened a £100,000
extension for personal fitness
equipment he held open days for
prospective customers to try the new
gear. The result? Over £10,000-worth
of orders.

Show you care

One study by an American sports
equipment chain found that overweight
sales staff did not have the charisma
and authority of those who were
obviously fit and sports-oriented.
If you actually use the equipment
you’re selling, say so. Studies show
that there’s a direct relationship
between image and trust and how
much a customer will spend.

Don’t promise more than you can
deliver. A let-down customer will
probably never trust you again. Thank
buyers for their custom - that’s so rare
nowadays and is likely to make a
lasting impression.
Don’t be closed when you should
be open. No sports business can afford
to be shut at lunchtimes - at least 25
per cent of a day’s business is often
done between 12 noon and 2pm.

Boost your image

Get known

Often, the main reason why a customer
pulls out of a sale is the fear of making
a mistake. So the higher the credibility
of your business image the more likely
the punters are to buy.
According to sales training expert,
Jim Corby: “Eye contact is vital. Don’t
look away when you start talking about

Don’t make it hard for people to find
you. Advertise, take entries in
directories and send out mailshots
containing a simple map. Put out a
simple press release - not more than
150 words - to local papers and
freesheets. Get on local radio. Start a
newsletter.

Give things away
Nothing makes a deeper impression on
potential customers than getting
something for nothing. When Jane
Harrison took over an ailing independent
sports goods outlet in Stretford,
Manchester in 1999, only three people
came into the place on the first day.
Today, six years later, Harrison has
put a rival out of business and is planning
to open another store. “I had to get
people into the place so I gave away
surplus stock with every new order and a
free gift to every customer who
brought along a friend,” she says. “I got
the money I laid out in gifts back in
six months.”

KNOW HOW TO DEAL WITH
COMPLAINTS
It costs six times as much to find new
customers as to keep the existing ones
happy, so having an efficient complaints
strategy is good business. According to
an EC small business research study,
nearly 90 per cent of complaining
customers are likely to come back to
your shop if you can resolve the
complaint on the spot.
Listen carefully to the complaint
without arguing and then ask what the
customer wants you to do and what would
put matters right. Most will be reasonable
and suggest a sensible solution.
Never tell the customer: “We can’t do
that.” Instead try: “That’s a tough one.
Let’s see what we can do.”
Work out what experts call a
‘positive complaints strategy’ - that’s
making the customer feel better about
dealing with you than he did before the
complaint. Transposed into hard cash,
such a loyalty effect can, over a year,
increase sales by up to 20 per cent.
It certainly pays to keep the punters
sweet - a recent survey of 2,000 retail
outlets showed that a satisfied customer
actually passes on his satisfaction to
three potential new customers, but bad
news travels even faster.
The average dissatisfied punter will
tell nine people about it. Even worse,
one in five won’t rest until 20 more
know that you sold her son two left-foot
football boots.
But finally, take heart from the fact
that St George killed the dragon, David
slew Goliath... and the corner sports
shop can, and has, got the better of the
big beast. “I put a sports chain branch
out of business,” says Jane Harrison.
“And it made all the hard work and
si
worry thoroughly worthwhile.”
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Under the hammer
Building a store on eBay offers the perfect opportunity to
reach brand new customers
Words by: Dave Howell

Legitimate business is
now embracing eBay
as a serious new
market

Finding new markets and expanding
a business is never easy, but if you’re
thinking of doing just that there’s no
need to find new premises, buy in
extra stock or hire staff. If you have
an internet connection you have all
you need to move your business into
a completely new market.
With billions now spent online
each year, if you don’t have a presence
on the internet you’re losing market
share to the competition. The good
news is that you can get your goods
online easily thanks to eBay.
The global auction site has
changed how people shop forever. And
with leisure goods making up a
healthy percentage of online auction
sales, you can use your existing
expertise to make eBay work for your
business. If you’re still not sure if
eBay is for you, take a look at this
website for the inside take on eBay
business from Entrepreneur.com http://tinyurl.com/xtrv.

Trading online
At first glance, eBay may seem like
nothing more than a giant car boot sale
that you don’t want your business
associated with. On closer inspection,
however, you’ll see that legitimate
business is now embracing eBay as a
serious new market.
Currently, eBay hosts over
300,000 stores globally. And with 157
million registered users worldwide -
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10 million of those based in the UK - if
you can reach just a small percentage of
these potential customers it will give a
huge boost to your company’s overall
profitability.
Online auctions are now a staple
element of the retail landscape. Your
potential customers have become much
savvier with the tools that are now
available to them. They can instant price
check and have the ability to visit
dozens of suppliers with the click of a
mouse button. If you can understand
how auction sites fit into the lives of
your customers, you can build a
massively successful online business via
the sites currently live on the internet.
Expanding your business onto eBay
should be taken as seriously as any
change you would make to your
existing business. If you’ve never traded
online before, the DTI website
(www.dti.gov.uk/ccp/topics1/ecomm.ht
m) contains detailed information that
you should familiarise yourself with.
And don’t forget your tax situation.
Take a look at this overview of your tax
and accounting responsibilities at
http://tinyurl.com/8awdb.

eBay toolkit
Building a complete store on eBay may
be too much too soon for your business,
so listing items manually may suffice.
But you can still make your manual
listings more automated and save
yourself some time.

eBay knew that as soon as its users
wanted to list more than a dozen items,
using its manual submission form would
become tiresome, which is why it created
Turbo Lister (http://tinyurl.com/b7ns5).
Completely free, this application allows
you to create your auctions offline and
then move them to eBay with just a
couple of clicks of your computer’s
mouse.
But keep an eye on the fees you’re
being charged. Don’t forget, each time
you put an item live on eBay, and then
have a successful auction, you will be
charged a fee. Check eBay’s current fee
structure at:
http://pages.ebay.co.uk/help/sell/fees.html.
Once your auctions are live, you’ll need
to manage them as they’ll probably finish
at different times, which can make it
difficult to track who has purchased
which item and, more importantly, who
still owes you money. Again, eBay has
come to the rescue with Selling Manager,
which allows you to track each
transaction with ease. The basic service is
free, but it’s a good idea to use the ‘Pro’
service as this has more useful features
and only costs £4.99 a month.
To make your business stand out,
you ought to think about opening your
own dedicated eBay store - a basic one
costs just £6 a month. What you get is
your own dedicated area of eBay where
you can display your goods and have
more control over the design of your
store’s layout.
Payment systems like eBay’s own
PayPal are built in, making your store
instantly open for business. Take a look
at the eBay Business Centre
(http://pages.ebay.co.uk/businesscentre)
for all the information you need to
get started.
One important decision to make
early in your store’s development is what
kind of auctions you want to hold.
Traditional auctions can go on for 10 or
more days but, increasingly, eBay
customers are using the ‘buy it now’
option.
As its name suggests, you set a fixed
price for the item just as if you were
selling it in your ‘bricks and mortar’
store. This kind of selling accounted for
29 per cent of all sales on eBay during
the second quarter of 2005, so think
carefully about what type of auction will
work best for your business.
Perhaps the best indication of
whether your business should begin to
trade on eBay comes from Nielsen
Netratings, which stated that people
spend more time on eBay than any
si
other website.
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LOCAL MARKETING
How to run an effective sponsorship campaign that
doesn’t cost a fortune
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To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

MARTIAL ARTS
For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham,
Essex, RM13 9XU
Tel: 01708-522288
Fax: 01708-523322
Email: info@hayashiuk.com

SPORTS BOTTLES

Howard
Plastics

Howard Plastics Ltd
Tewkesbury GL20 8NB
Tel: +44 1684 298206
Fax: +44 1684 850425
email: sales@howardplastics.com
web: www.howardplastics.com

Sports Bottles
Manufacturers

Small quantities of printed bottles now available

RACKET SPORTS

TRAMPOLINES

Tretorn
Pressurised • Z Tour
• Championship
• Z Tour Trainer
Pressureless • Plus
• Micro X
• Micro X Trainer

SPORTS WEAR

Low • Mini Tennis Red,
Compression Orange & Green

Tel (01344) 311587
info@tretorn.co.uk

EPOS/STOCK MANAGEMENT

Retail Systems Group

Authorised reseller of the
Microsoft Retail Management
System and our Retail VPoS
System for Sage Line 50.
www.RetailSystemsGroup.com

Tel: 0121 742 0484
CRICKET SWEATERS

SOCKS

Custom-made cricket sweaters

Tel: 0116 283 9427
Fax: 0116 244 0193

in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

• Football, Rugby, Hockey and Back-to-School socks
• 150 designs & colour-ways, all sizes ex-stock
Manufacturers
• Knitted-in logos • In house design
and suppliers of the
• Cotton Feet • Padded Soles • Extra Stretch
revolutionary EuroSock

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.fsnet.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

Need to be

SEEN!

ADVERTISE HERE!

Email: tim@sports-insight.co.uk or telelphone on
01206 500240 for details on how to be included.

Sports
Insight

BOXING / MARTIAL ARTS

RACKET SPORTS EQUIPMENT

apollo leisure

the racquet service specialists

STRINGS • MACHINES • ACCESSORIES

52 Victoria Road Bournemouth
Dorset BH1 4RR
T: +44 (0) 1202 396610
F: +44 (0) 1202 398329
E: sales@apolloleisure.co.uk

Importers, Wholesalers & Suppliers
Tornado Professional
Boxing & Martial Arts
Equipment
TEL: 020 8897 2525
www.tornadosports.co.uk
E-mail: info@tornadosports.co.uk

The Undisputed Champion

CRICKET

TABLE TENNIS

BOLA CRICKET BOWLING MACHINES

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists
Phone: 020 8540 2500
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk

• NEW remote control
automatic feeder.
• NEW electronic random
delivery mode.

Fax: 020 8540 2524
W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

For further details contact:
Stuart & Williams
6 Brookfield Rd, Cotham,
Bristol BS6 5PQ
Tel: 0117 924 3569
Fax: 0117 944 6194
website: www.bola.co.uk

MERCHANDISING
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Full ranges of the UK’s top clubs’ official
merchandise available to retailers at wholesale prices.
More than 100 great selling lines including:
hats & scarves; stationery; soft toys; footballs; keyrings
& badges; T-shirts; gifts & souvenirs etc.
T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

EPOS / CHIP & PIN

RACQUET RESTRINGING

BOXING / MARTIAL ARTS

SWIMMING EQUIPMENT

FCSI Ltd
Exclusive Licensee for Everlast, Boxing/Martial Arts &
Weightlifting Benches, Dumbbells, Barbells & Gloves

Tel: 0207 861 9934
Fax: 0207 863 7510
Email: ade.adelano@btinternet.com

AGENTS REQUIRED

EMBROIDERS

EMBRO

I D E RY

NO MINIMUM ORDER

DESIGN SERVICE

ALL TYPES OF SPORTSWEAR
AND ACCESSORIES

✥ Embroidered with your club logo/design or name ✥
✥ Sew on badges available ✥

01487 711884

email: adartembroidery@yahoo.com

TAIL-ENDER

Under the counter
A sideways look at the world of independent retailing
A new year dawns - another round of
testy confrontations with the bank
manager and another 12 months of NI
contributions towards the pension that
will barely keep body and soul
together. The words were hardly typed
before I realised that’s not what
readers want to hear.
So let’s start again. A warm welcome
to another new year - a new challenge,
another chance to finally emerge from the
dreary slow lane of business conservatism
onto the freeway of 21st-century flexible
entrepreneurialism.
These aren’t my words I hasten to say,
but the stirring new year message from an
EC consultative committee on selfemployment strategy in which we are
urged to, “become citizens of the
cyberworld at the sharp end of the
communications interface.”
If I might interpret, presumably that
means ditch your briefcase and replace it
with a Blackberry.

Resisting change
According to the EC experts, too many of
us independent retailers seem to still be
stubbornly resisting change and challenge
on the grounds that it gives them
indigestion. That’s my faithful assistant
Norman’s excuse, anyway.
Apparently, heretics have actually been
discovered in dusty suburban shops still
using typewriters, adding machines,
dictaphones, perforated books of invoices
and even (horror) carbon paper.
They’ve also been detected holding the
door open for elderly lady customers and
actually thanking people for their custom.
The Director of Public Prosecutions is
expected to make a decision shortly.
Thank goodness my dad no longer
runs a shop. He wrote out his business
letters in long-hand (with a carbon copy),
dictated them to my mother, read out her
typewritten copy to a part-time secretary
who typed out a rough copy, which was
then corrected and typed out again. Three
letters was considered a good week’s work.

New year resolutions
But times have changed, and perhaps I
might offer some new year resolutions
which, with a bit of luck, might allow us to
catch up with the high-fliers before we
reach the next millennium.
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Remember that appearance is vital.
Which means don’t be seen dead in the
shop wearing a pinstripe suit with a
handkerchief folded neatly in the
breast pocket. Instead, glide behind the
counter on roller blades in cargo pants
and a silver bomber jacket and ask the
customer if he knows where you can
get a nose stud done.
Attitude is everything in the cut
and thrust of the new retail business
age. Forget that Richard Branson was
once your hero and cultivate the Frank
Lampard lookalike you met at a
seminar, who claimed he once slept
with someone who was at school with
Sienna Miller.
He’s even more worth knowing
when you discover he’s just chucked in
his job with a large corporation and is
running a feng shui consultancy from a
houseboat.
Accept change. If you’re one of
the 400,000 or so planning to go solo
in the UK in 2006, acknowledge that
things will never be the same again.
Business studies are all the rage
in schools nowadays. Soon your
children will no longer ask, “Who are
you?” when you stumble home late
after accidentally locking yourself in
the stockroom. Instead, you’re more
likely to hear: “I’ve been working on
this fantastic sales strategy that
should guarantee 60 per cent
penetration in the 10-16 market. Why
don’t you try it in your tatty little
shop, dad?”
Make sacrifices. The lucky Gonk
that has shared so many of the good
and bad times will have to go, replaced
by a Cameron Diaz mouse mat.

And who takes a Filofax
seriously any more? Today’s gogetters expect their computer to
organise the next day’s appointments
and email them bright and early to a
Blackberry at the bedside.
Personally, until there’s actually
a law that says you’ve got to use all
this gubbins I can’t see what’s
wrong with, ‘Remember to order
more size nine trainers’ written on a
Post-It note stuck on the shaving
mirror.
No longer, it seems, can I enjoy
the abrasive warmth of a cup of
builder’s tea to start the day made by
Norman on a gas-ring in the toilet.
Now it’s got to be peppermint or
camomile harvested in June from the
Himalayas. And, of course, no
serious independent retailer has time
for lunch.

Say the word
With your new 2006 image must
come a new vocabulary. Get rid of,
“With reference to your last invoice”
and even “Herewith we beg”, to be
replaced by, “Can you hear me? I’m
on the train.”
In the old days you would call
the boss of your best customer “Sir”.
Now it’s, “Darren, me old mate.”
Innovation and evolution are
inevitable and in business it’s a
foolish man who resents or ignores
them. Which is why I have no
hesitation in trying this new North
Korean carbon-paper and changing
my typewriter ribbon at the end of
each month, whether it needs it or not.
si
Happy new year.
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